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Gothenburg is the second largest city in Sweden. Seen here in the city centre, the
Swedish Exhibition & Congress Centre offers visitors much more than exhibition
halls, including hotels, shops, theatres, spas and restaurants.
Gothenburg is a popular destination for tourists visiting the Swedish west coast. The
City offers a number of cultural and architectural highlights.
Credits: Per Pixel Petersson/imagebank.sweden.se

S

weden and Hungary are close partners within the European Union. The economic
cooperation between our countries benefits from the fact that since 2004 we
have shared the same, single European home market, allowing for free trade and
investment between our companies, as well as free movement of people. But the bilateral
economic cooperation goes back much further. More than 100 years ago, LM Ericsson,
already then a manufacturer of telephone equipment, started operations in Hungary. In
more modern times, many well-known Swedish brands have been present on the Hungarian
market for decades. Swedish companies were early to grasp the opportunity to invest
when Hungary re-joined the western European market economy after the collapse of the
communist regime in 1989. Two prominent examples are the establishment of IKEA in
Hungary in 1990, and the acquisition of Lehel, the largest Hungarian home appliances
company, by Electrolux in 1991.
Today, almost 200 Swedish companies are present in Hungary – and many more Swedish
brands. Almost 20,000 Hungarians are directly employed by Swedish companies, and
many more are indirectly dependent on the activities of these companies. So far, there are
only a few Hungarian companies present in Sweden, although many Hungarian products
reach the Swedish market through imports. In fact, Hungary has a positive trade balance
with Sweden. Trade figures are hard to measure in a globalised economy however. For
example, many of the Swedish multinational companies present in Hungary produce,
export and import products and services from here, and to/from many other countries,
rather than through Sweden. Hence the value of the bilateral economic exchange should
be seen in a larger context, involving a combination of trade, investments, and production.
Swedish companies in Hungary are represented in many different sectors of the economy,
from manufacturing, to services and retail. Traditionally, many of these companies are
innovation driven, technological leaders and parts of larger multinational groups, thereby
contributing largely to integrating Hungary in the advanced globalised economy. The
automotive cluster is one example of this, with Swedish companies and brands like Volvo,
Scania, Autoliv and Haldex which all have a presence in Hungary. Sweden and Hungary
today share a position as important production countries in the automotive sector
– a promising area for increased cooperation. In particular, there should be interesting
opportunities for future creative partnership in the field of Industry 4.0 – the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, since Swedish companies like Ericsson, Sigma Technology and
ABB, which are all present in Hungary, are in the forefront of smart technologies.

Another flagship of Swedish-Hungarian bilateral cooperation is, of course, the strategic
defence partnership provided through the SAAB Gripen fighter-jet programme. Now in its
tenth year, it is hard to overestimate the significance of this long-term, cutting-edge,
high-tech collaboration for the two countries, providing a crucial, state-of-the-art defence
capability for the Hungarian Air Force.
The Embassy of Sweden in Budapest is working in close cooperation with Business
Sweden, the Swedish Trade and Invest Council and the Swedish Chamber of Commerce
in Hungary, to support the Swedish business community and to promote increased trade
and investment between our countries. We call this combination Team Sweden in Hungary
– all of us cooperating as an umbrella organisation to support Swedish-Hungarian
export and investments. Together, Team Sweden can advise and assist companies to
identify partners, market opportunities and financing options, and to deal with potential
regulatory issues. Team Sweden is also an entrance to further contacts with other
authorities and organisations in Sweden and Hungary.
This first edition of the Sweden-Hungary Business Guide sets out to present a broad
overview of the Swedish business presence in Hungary, supported by some basic
economic indicators of the two countries. By highlighting what Sweden has to offer
here in Hungary, we are confident that even more business opportunities will be
identified and realised in the future. Indeed, we are convinced there is enormous
potential for expansion in commercial relations between Sweden and Hungary in the
years to come - to everyone’s mutual benefit. Team Sweden is ready
to work hard to make this come true!

Carsten Grönblad
Trade Commissioner
Business Sweden

Niclas Trouvé
Ambassador of Sweden to Hungary
Embassy of Sweden in Budapest

János Takács
President and Chairman
Swedish Chamber of
Commerce in Hungary

In the retail sector, most Hungarians are quite familiar with IKEA and H&M, two Swedish
companies which are expanding their sales and opening new stores, providing work
opportunities for a large number of employees in this country.
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THE EMBASSY OF SWEDEN
IN BUDAPEST

T

he Embassy’s mission is to represent Sweden in Hungary and to strengthen SwedishHungarian relations and networks across a broad spectrum of interests and avenues.
We monitor and analyse political development in Hungary, assist Swedish citizens
in consular matters, we communicate and promote Swedish culture, views and values,
and, last but not least, support Swedish business interests. This work is mainly conducted
by engaging in a continuous dialogue with the Hungarian government, other official
representatives, public authorities, political parties, civil society, cultural institutions,
media and business representatives and, inevitably, a large number of individuals.

Swedish companies generally have a strong sustainability profile. They are often in the
forefront when it comes to environment protection, gender equality and anti-corruption
measures. The Embassy strongly encourages and supports these companies in this work,
with the goal of raising the general level of knowledge about sustainable business. The
Embassy also prioritises presenting the Swedish labour market model, which is based on
values such as equality, consensus seeking and work and life balance.
Since 2014, the work of the Embassy has been led by H.E. Ambassador Niclas Trouvé.
It currently employs some 15 staff members, and with the entire Team Sweden in
Hungary, the total number of staff is around 20.

A core task for the Embassy is to strengthen Swedish-Hungarian trade and investment
relations. Increased trade is essential to achieve economic growth, employment and
increased prosperity. The Embassy, in close cooperation with Business Sweden, can offer
Swedish companies already present in Hungary, as well as those planning to establish
their presence here, valuable advice along with a wide network of contacts, especially
with Hungarian public authorities.
Consequently a large part of the Embassy’s
activities and contacts with Hungarian
officials are conducted within the EU
framework. The Embassy is monitoring
and following up on any obstacles to the
free movement within the EU. Swedish
companies experiencing any form of trade
barriers are urged to report these to the
Embassy for further action. The Embassy
can also assist Hungarian companies
interested in doing business with Sweden.

Sweden and Hungary are close
partners in the European Union.
The ideas, values and principles
of European cooperation are
fundamental to our countries.
Both Sweden and Hungary benefit
significantly from the Single
European Market, with its free
movement of goods, services,
persons and capital.

In 2015, the Swedish Government launched a new Export Strategy. Key elements of this
include measures to make exports and imports easier, further improving the mobility
of people moving to and from Sweden, strengthening Sweden’s image and reinforcing
Sweden’s ability to attract talent. Furthermore, the Export Strategy identifies a need
for stronger coordination between all the institutions involved in supporting Swedish
enterprises. These institutions will, in future, work under one collective umbrella
referred to as “Team Sweden”. Hence, under the leadership of the Embassy, a local Team
Sweden circle, including Business Sweden and the Swedish Chamber of Commerce in
Hungary, has recently been formed in Hungary. This Business Guide is a concrete example
of Team Sweden cooperation.
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Contact:
Address: 1027 Budapest, Kapás Str. 6-12.
Tel.: +36 1 460 6020
E-mail: ambassaden.budapest@gov.se
Web: www.swedenabroad.com
Facebook: Embassy of Sweden in Budapest
Twitter: @SwedeninHU

Ambassador presenting the new
Volvo models to corporate clients in
Hungary, autumn 2015.
Photo: Csaba Molnár

Business Sweden is owned by the Swedish Government and the
private business sector, a partnership that provides access to
contacts and networks at all levels. In addition to its global network
of regional advisers and foreign offices, we work with Swedish
embassies, consulates and partners around the world. Having access
to networks with key decision makers in local markets, Business
Sweden offers strategic advice and hands-on support with in-depth
knowledge about specific market conditions and local cultures.
The Budapest office was established in 1971, originally as the
Swedish Trade Council, but now known as Business Sweden. In
Hungary, the Swedish business community has been active for many
decades, and the Swedish brands stand for high quality and trust.
Almost 200 companies and 20 manufacturers have established
successful operations covering a wide range of sectors, including:
healthcare and life sciences, materials and manufacturing, transport
and automotive, telecom and IT, security and defence, energy and
environmental technology and retail and consumer products.

Irina Dallos
Business Sweden,
Budapest
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Márta Böddi
Business Sweden,
Budapest

Business Sweden

B

usiness Sweden – was founded on January 1, 2013 by a merger
of the Swedish Trade Council (Exportrådet) and Invest Sweden.
With 52 offices in almost 50 countries and across all continents,
Business Sweden’s purpose is to help every Swedish company to
reach its full international potential, and help companies abroad to
reach their potential by investing in Sweden. Investments include
new establishments, strategic partnerships, R&D collaborations,
capital investments, and the expansion of existing operations.
Business Sweden supports Swedish companies in reaching export
markets and helps create business opportunities for small and
medium-sized enterprises to grow internationally.

BUSINESS SWEDEN HUNGARY PROMOTES SWEDISH COMPANIES IN HUNGARY,
SUPPORTING THEIR GROWTH, STRENGTHENING THEIR BRANDS AND INCREASING
THEIR VISIBILITY, WHILE AT THE SAME TIME LOOKING FOR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR BOTH EXISTING AND NEW SWEDISH INVESTMENTS IN HUNGARY.

Contact:
Tel.: +36 1 666 3580
E-mail: ungern@business-sweden.se

View over Riddarholmen and the tower of the
City Hall in Stockholm.
Credits: Björn Olin/Folio/imagebank.sweden.se

Eszter Somodi
Business Sweden,
Budapest
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Embassy of Sweden
Defence office

A

strategic bilateral relationship in the field of defence has
contributed significantly to the fact that Hungary and Sweden have
enjoyed mutually beneficial industrial cooperation for decades.

This has very much to do with the process that led to Hungary´s
decision in 2001 to lease/procure 14 Swedish JAS 39 Gripen MultiRole Fighter Aircraft to replace its Soviet-era air force heritage.
The decision to go for the Gripen was taken by PM Viktor Orbán personally
– then serving in his first term as Hungary´s Prime Minister – and the
deal was intimately connected to a large industrial cooperation package
offered by the Swedish Investor Group. This included (and still includes)
Saab and several other major Swedish multinational companies.
This package resulted in the creation of several thousand jobs in
Hungary, significantly adding to the growth and development of society.
While many examples could be mentioned, perhaps the success story of
the development/establishment of the still blooming Electrolux factories
in Jászberény and Nyiregyháza is the most brightly shining example.
The Hungarian government has recently announced that it is
committed to increase its defence spending, ultimately to approach
the NATO requirements, i.e. to 2 per cent of the country’s GDP. This
process, which started in 2015, will take place by 0.1 per cent
incremental steps over a 10 year period.
Since a large portion of the planned increase will be used for
modernisation of systems and equipment, it presents a significant
potential for Swedish companies, both as suppliers/contractors for
the defence equipment across a wide range of areas, and indirectly
as part of industrial cooperation packages.
Overall, the Hungarian-Swedish strategic bilateral relations in the
defence sector have proved strong and highly successful for both
sides. We look forward to further develop the cooperation.
Contact:
1027 Budapest, Kapás Str. 6-12.
Tel.: +36 1 460 6020
E-mail: ambassaden.budapest@gov.se
web: www.swedenabroad.com

E

stablished in Budapest in 1995.

The general purpose of the Chamber is to promote and
contribute to the development of trade relations, business
relations, business related initiatives and activities between
Hungary and Sweden, and to support the business interests of its
members.
The SCCH MISSION STATEMENT :
to support mutual co-operation and friendship between
Hungary and Sweden and to encourage trade investments and
economic developments.
WHY JOIN?
Member companies of the SCCH can emphasize their Swedish
origin and vision. They can easily identify themselves with the
Swedish values such as high quality, sustainability and human
focused approach resulting in better acceptance on the market.
WHAT DOES THE CHAMBER OFFER YOU?
• It provides relevant information to its members through specific
studies and through regular news-letters.
• It initiates, organizes and co-ordinates programs and business
events with invited guest speakers.
• It co-operates with other Chambers of Commerce in areas of
common interest.
• It is a forum for the establishment and development of
professional and social contacts between its members, both
companies and individuals
Phone: +36 30 970 8433
E-mail: swedishchamber@swedishchamber.hu

The Swedish Chamber
Of Commerce In
Hungary

Hungarian Embassy
Stockholm

The Celsius unit of measurement is named after
Swedish astronomer Anders Celsius.
Credits: Helena Wahlman/imagebank.sweden.se

S

wedish-Hungarian diplomatic relations were raised to the level of ambassador in
1964. After the Hungarian regime change in 1989-1990 bilateral relations between
the two countries started to develop rapidly. Being the only official representation
of Hungary in Sweden, the Embassy of Hungary in Stockholm covers political, economic,
consular as well as cultural relations and one of its diplomats is responsible for
keeping contact with the members of the Hungarian diaspora. Since 2013 the Hungarian
ambassador is H.E. Ms Lilla Makkay. The Embassy also has a Military Attaché’s Office. In
addition, Hungary has two honorary consuls in Sweden, serving Hungarian interests and
assisting citizens (see below).
Apart from active political and cultural relations with Sweden, the Embassy of Hungary
pursues dynamic economic diplomacy. On one hand, Swedish companies are advised
about investment opportunities in Hungary and are offered assistance in expanding their
businesses to Hungary. On the other hand, the Hungarian companies are given assistance
to find the best possible options for their export activities on the Swedish market.
Contact:
Embassy of Hungary
Dag Hammarskjölds väg 10.
115 27 Stockholm
Tel.: +46 8 661 67 62
E-mail: mission.sto@mfa.gov.hu
Economic and trade affairs: Zita Fáskerti
Tel.: +46 8 782 97 51
Mobile: +46 70 741 0511
E-mail: zita.faskerti@mfa.gov.hu
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Embassy.of.Hungary.Stockholm/
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Honorary Consulate of Hungary
in Karlstad
Honorary Consul Sture Hermansson
Muraregatan 14A.
652 28 Karlstad

Honorary Consulate of Hungary
in Göteborg
Honorary ConsulBengt Halse
Sjöstigen 18.
429 33 Kullavik

Mobile: +46 70 593 2051
E-mail: brantevikab@gmail.com
Consular district: Värmland, Örebro, Dalarna

Mobile: +46 73 631 932
E-mail: bengt.halse@telia.com
Consular district: Halland, Västra Götaland
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HUNGARY
The perfect investment location

WHY
HUNGARY?
YOU CAN...

INVEST
IN HUNGARY

…make the most
of the country’s
STRATEGIC LOCATION
and
TELECOMS
INFRASTRUCTURE.

…have attractive
INCENTIVE
SCHEMES.

Make the most of Hungary‘s strategic location, highly qualified
and cost-effective labour force and the world-class infrastructure

H

ungary is located in the heart of Europe,
granting easy access to both Western
and Eastern European markets. With its
stable macroeconomic and investor-friendly
political environment, Hungary is the perfect
location for your investment. In addition, YOU
CAN RELY ON GLOBALLY ACKNOWLEDGED
HUMAN CAPITAL AT A REASONABLE COST.
Hungary has a well-recognised education system,
with many recognised universities applying
a practical approach, which plays a major role in
the training of the labour force.
BUDAPEST IS ONE OF THE MOST ATTRACTIVE
EASTERN EUROPEAN CITIES
Therefore it comes as no surprise that Budapest
is among the most attractive Eastern European
cities for foreign direct investment (FDI) in the
“European Cities and Regions of the Future
2016-2017” ranking of fDi Magazine, a publication
of the Financial Times Group.

FULLY DEDICATED TO ENSURING THE
SUCCESS OF YOUR INVESTMENT
The Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency
(HIPA) provides free of charge one-stop-shop
management consultancy services for companies
intending to invest in Hungary. We help our
clients to prepare and implement strategic
investment decisions, as well as providing postdecision support. We support your company
by offering tailor-made information about the
business environment and on incentive packages,
dealing with public authorities, organising site
and reference visits as well as connecting your
company with potential suppliers in Hungary.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US:
www.hipa.hu
investment@hipa.hu
Tel.: +36 1 872 6520

... rely on globally
acknowledged
HUMAN CAPITAL
at a reasonable
cost.

...count on the
GOVERNMENT’S
COMMITMENT
in a foreign-trade focused
FOREIGN POLICY
attracting FDI.

ABOUT HUNGARY
AREA: 93,030 km2
POPULATION: 9,855,571 (as of January 2015)
TIME ZONE: GMT + 1 HOUR
CAPITAL: BUDAPEST, 1,757,618 (as of January 2015)
FORM OF GOVERMENT: parliamentary republic
OTHER MAJOR CITIES:
Debrecen, Szeged, Miskolc, Pécs, Győr

...realise the lowest
level CORPORATE
TAX RATE in the
CEE region.

CURRENCY: FORINT (HUF)
GDP (PPP): € 183,989 million (2014)
INFLATION: -0.1% (2015 HCSO*)
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE: 6.8 % (2015 HCSO)
INWARD FDI STOCK: 78% (of GDP)
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION GROWTH: 7.5%
PERSONAL INCOME TAX: 15%
CORPORATE TAX: 19% (10%)

MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS: EU, UN, OECD, WTO, NATO, IMF, EC
EU member: since 2004

*KSH (Hungarian Central Statistical Office)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US: www.hipa.hu І investment@hipa.hu І Tel.: +36 1 872 6520
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Celebrated Swedish star chef Tommy Myllymäki visited Budapest
in winter 2016 and held an hour long masterclass for the Hungarian
chefs competing to get a place in the Bocuse d’Or Europe final. A
few months later the Hungarian team won the Bocuse d’Or Europe.
Sweden earned the bronze medal.
Photo: Csaba Molnár

Young students awarded for their winning
videos in a competition within the framework of
Swedish-Hungarian Smart Forum.
Photo: Csaba Molnár

Swedish creative industries are often promoted by the Embassy in
Hungary. In May 2016, the Embassy hosted a large Eurovision party in
connection with the broadcasting of the ESC final from the Ericsson
Globe Arena in Stockholm. Sweden is currently the third largest exporter
of music in the world, just behind the US and the UK.
Photo: Tamás Hartmann

Ambassador Niclas Trouvé and ABB Hungary CEO
Tanja Vainio taking part in the launch of the new
ABB robot YuMi - You and Me, November 2015.
Photo: ABB Hungary
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This Business Guide
presents Swedish
companies and brands
established in Hungary.
However, did you know that these brands are
also Swedish?
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Northern Hungary
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Central Hungary
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Central Hungary
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Number of
Hungarians
employed by
Swedish companies

Country Facts
Country Size
Source: www.landguiden.se
Hungary: 93 033 Km 2
Sweden: 450 295 km2

Automotive
industry

Number of cars, buses and trucks
produced by Swedish enterprises in 2015
(including production abroad)
Source: www.bilsweden.se

Number of produced cars,
buses and trucks
in Hungary 2015
Source: www.hipa.hu

808 490 500 000

450 295 km2
Population

Sweden and Hungary same number of people.

93 033 km2

(Million people)

Population (2000 - 2015)
Sweden (Source: www.scb.se)
Hungary (Source: www.ksh.hu)

Rail lines (total route-km)
Source: data.worldbank.org
Sweden: 9 689
Hungary: 7 892

Foreign visitors International
Bednights 2015 (in millions)
Source:
www.europeancitiesmarketing.com
Stockholm: 4,5
Budapest: 8
(Year)

The world’s most
prestigious award

Internet users (per 100 people) 2014
Source: data.worldbank.org

The Nobel Prize is the legacy of Sweden’s Alfred Nobel
(1833–1896). Prizes are awarded to ‘those who, during the
preceding year, shall have conferred the greatest benefit on
mankind.’ The Nobel Prize Award Ceremony is held at 10
December in the Stockholm Concert Hall were the winners in
Physics, Chemistry, Physiology or Medicine, and Literature
receive a medal from H.M. the King of Sweden, as well as
a diploma and a large cash award. The ceremony is followed by
a gala banquet. The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded in Oslo City
Hall on the same day. Since the start of the prize 13 of the
Nobel Laureates have been of Hungarian origin, which puts
Hungary on the top list of Nobel Prizes per capita.

10 Swedish
and Hungarian
Inventions
Telephone exchange (Hungary 1877)
Adjustable wrench (Sweden 1892)
Zipper (Sweden 1917)
Helicopter (Hungary 1928)
Ballpoint pen (Hungary 1931)
Vitamin C (Hungary 1937)
Pacemaker (Sweden 1958)
Ultrasound/ECG (Sweden 1977)
Skype, free Internet call service (Sweden 2003)
Prezi, cloud based presentation software (Hungary 2009)

Sweden: 92,5
Hungary: 76,1

Fertility rate, total births
per woman (2015)
Source: data.worldbank.org
Sweden: 1,9
Hungary: 1,4

Urban population (% of total) (2014)
Source: www.worldbank.org
Sweden: 86 %
Hungary: 71 %

Sweden:

84

80

Hungary:

79

72

Overall mobile internet speed:
Source: www.opensignal.com
Sweden: 19.89 Mbps
Hungary: 26.15 Mbps
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Life expectancy (2014)
Source: www.scb.se,
www.ksh.hu

Sweden

Hungary

Sweden today has a diverse, highly
competitive and successful economy. The
country’s present economic prosperity,
along with its social well-being, is built
on the combined success of a large
number of Swedish companies. In many
cases, these were started more than 100
years ago, and have ever since provided
a combination of high-grade employment
and economic growth, along with
technological leadership and
development. The lessons learned from
the financial crisis in the early 1990s,
when successive governments pursued
policies based on economic reform and
fiscal sustainability, have subsequently
become institutionalised. They
constitute an important factor behind the
stability of today.

Hungary set about re-establishing
a market economy immediately after the
peaceful transition to a parliamentary
democracy in 1990. After being hit hard by
the financial crisis in 2008, the Hungarian
economy has since returned to growth, with
expansion of 2.9 per cent in 2015. The
macroeconomic imbalances are being
corrected with the current account and
trade balance posting record surpluses,
and the public debt-to-GDP ratio falling.
A key driver behind faster growth is more
rapid capital accumulation, with inward
FDI and EU structural funds acting as
strong investment drivers. The Hungarian
economy is highly dependent on foreign
trade, with exports amounting to around 80
per cent of the country´s GDP.

A key feature of the Swedish economy is its
openness and liberal approach to trade.
Sweden is an export-oriented nation,
enjoying a large trade surplus and
exporting a variety of goods. The main
industries include motor vehicle
manufacturing, telecommunications,
pharmaceuticals, industrial machines,
precision equipment, chemical goods,
home goods and appliances, pulp and
paper, and iron & steel. While maintaining
its competitiveness in goods and
manufacturing, growth in modern service
sectors such as information and
communication technology, and in creative
industries like music, gaming and fashion
is especially strong in Sweden. The
start-up scene ranks among the most
innovative and dynamic in the world.

Major industries include, motor vehicles,
information technology, pharmaceuticals,
chemicals, metallurgy, machinery,
electrical goods, food processing and
tourism. Hungary is the largest electronics
producer in Central and Eastern Europe and
the automotive industry is the fastest
growing sector of the Hungarian economy.
It can be described as a clustered industry,
resulting in companies being able to take
advantage of the benefits of geographical
proximity and the existenceof critical
mass. The automotive industry accounts for
around 10 per cent of the country’s GDP and
employs more than 150 thousand people.
However, income levels in Hungary are
still well below those in more advanced
western economies and domestic small
and medium enterprises need to be further
integrated into global value chains.
Raising the female participation in the
labour market constitutes an opportunity
for further growth in the economy.

Economy
Total GDP
(Million US Dollars)
Source: www.data.oecd.org
Sweden: 455 000
Hungary: 252 000

GDP per capita
(US Dollars) 2015
Source: www.data.oecd.org
Sweden: 46 500
Hungary: 25 600

GDP Growth
Both the Swedish and the Hungarian economies have
recovered from the financial crisis in 2008, and in both
countries we see a positive and substantial GDP growth.

(% Growth)

GDP Growth % (2000 - 2015)
Source: www.imf.org
Sweden, Hungary

(Year)
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Government Gross Debt

Female parliamentarians in the national
Parliaments
(% of total) 2016
Source: www.riksdagen.se,
www.parlament.hu

The Swedish government gross debt has fallen sharply since the end of the 1990’s
and is now well below 50 per cent of GDP. In Hungary the government debt has
fallen since 2010 and a prioritized goal of the current government is to further
decrease the debt and to have a zero-deficit state budget.

Sweden: 45%
Hungary: 10%

(Debt as % of gdp)

Government Gross Debt as % of GDP
(Maastricht definition) (2004 – 2015)
Source: ec.europa.eu/eurostat

Firms with female top manager
(% of firms) 2013
Source: data.worldbank.org

Sweden, Hungary

Sweden: 13%
Hungary: 20%

Female Cabinet Ministers
in Government
(% of total) 2016
Source: www.regeringen.se,
www.kormany.hu

Sweden: 50%
Hungary: 0%

Average monthly net income (2015)
Source: ec.europa.eu/Eurostat
Sweden: € 2 551
Hungary: € 641
(Year)

Unemployment Rate (August 2016)
Source: ec.europa.eu/eurostat
Sweden: 6,6 %
Hungary: 5,0 %
The Big Mac index, January 2016
Source: www.economist.com/
content/big-mac-index

Sweden: € 4.87
Hungary: € 2.86

Research and developmentexpenditure
as % of GDP (2014)
Source: www.oecd.org
Sweden: 3,2 %
Hungary: 1,4 %

Foreign direct investment (FDI)
(Millions of US Dollars)
Source: data.oecd.org
Sweden

(Millions of US Dollars)
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FDI Hungary

(Millions of US Dollars)

Foreign direct investment (FDI)
(Millions of US Dollars)
Source: data.oecd.org
Hungary
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Hungary
Since the regime change in 1990, successive Hungarian
governments have shown commitment to attract foreign
investments. Hungary has one of the highest rates of FDI stock per
capita in Central and Eastern Europe. Its location at the heart of
Europe, its well-developed telecom and transport systems,
excellent logistics services and well-educated workforce are all
factors that have contributed to attracting foreign investments in
recent years. The most dynamic sectors of the economy with clear
growth potential include: health care & life science, energy and
environmental technology, food industry, transport and automotive,
telecom, information technology, security and defence.
Budapest is the financial and business capital of Hungary,
accounting for around 40 per cent of the national income.In 2015
Forbes labelled Budapest one of five entrepreneurial hubs in Europe.
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Sweden is one of the world’s most globalised countries, with
strong public finances and good economic growth, open and
deregulated markets, an efficient and transparent public sector,
and competitive business taxation. Sweden is one of the world's
largest investors and the country also maintains a high level of
appeal to foreign investors. Sweden is typically regarded as
a frontrunner in adopting new technologies and as one of the most
innovative countries in the world. Synergies generated by the
close cooperation between Swedish universities, research
institutes and the private sector leverage the R&D output. The
high usage of computers and IT-systems has further improved
productivity throughout the entire economy.
Sweden is also a leader in setting new consumer trends. In no other
country is the average market take-off so rapid. Sweden’s test
market for new technologies ranked among the top five in the Global
Innovation Index in 2015. Stockholm is the business and financial
centre of northern Europe. Almost half of all multinationals’
headquarters with operations in Scandinavia are located there.
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Business Climate

FDI Sweden

World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Index 2015 (1 – 140)
Source: www.weforum.org
Sweden: 9
Hungary: 63

Total tax rate (% of commercial profits) (2015)
Source: data.worldbank.org
Sweden: 49,1
Hungary: 48,4

World Bank Group rank on the ease of doing business, from 1 to 189 (2015)
Source: www.doingbusiness.org/Rankings
Sweden: 8
Hungary: 42

World Bank Group rank on the ease of starting a new business,
from 1 to 189 (2015)
Source: www.doingbusiness.org/Rankings

Time required to start a business (2015)
Source: data.worldbank.org
Sweden: 7 Days
Hungary: 5 Days

Sweden: 16
Hungary: 55

Corruption perceptions index, 1 - 167 (2015)
Source: www.transparency.org/cpi2015
Sweden: 3
Hungary: 50

Office rental, average price per sqm per month
(2015)
Source: www.statista.com
Stockholm: € 528
Budapest: € 240

Time spent dealing with the requirements of government
regulations (% of senior management time, 2013)
Source: data.worldbank.org
Sweden: 4,9
Hungary: 11,3

Estimated hourly labour costs (2014)
Source: ec.europa.eu/eurostat
Sweden:
Industry: € 41
Construction: € 38
Services: € 40
Public administrations: € 33

Hungary:
Industry: € 8
Construction: € 7
Services: € 8
Public administration: € 6

Swedish –
Hungarian
Relations

Airlines:
SAS: www.flysas.com/en
Norwegian: www.norwegian.com
Wizzair: www.wizzair.com

Trade - Sweden and Hungary have had strong trade relations for many years.
Swedish export to Hungary reached € 600 million in 2015, corresponding
to 0.5 per cent of Sweden’s total global exports. The main export commodity
groups comprised engineering products, processed foods and
pharmaceuticals. In 2015, Hungarian export to Sweden totaled around € 950
million, a jump of 32 per cent on 2014, with engineering and agricultural
produce the main commodity groups.

(Million €)

Swedish-Hungarian
Trade
Swedish Export to Hungary
Swedish Import from Hungary
(total value Million €)
Source: www.kommers.se

Swedes in Hungary - Approximately 2,000
Swedish citizens are estimated to live in
Hungary, a large proportion of whom are
students, mainly located in Budapest and the
larger university cities like Debrecen, Szeged
and Pécs. Many study medicine or veterinary
science, but economics, engineering, music and
art are also popular programmes.
Hungarians in Sweden - Approximately 16,000
Hungarians live in Sweden today. If people of
Hungarian descent are also added, the number
rises to approximately 35,000. In 1956,
following the failed popular uprising against
Soviet oppression, almost 8,000 Hungarians
sought refuge in Sweden. The vast majority of
them were quickly integrated into Swedish
society. Today, many young Hungarians choose to
move to Sweden to work or study.
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(Year)
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Main trading
partners

SWEDEN
Main trading partners (2015)
Import (Billion €):

Source:
www.kommers.se
www.worldbank.org
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Main trading partners (2015)
Export (Billion €):
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Main trading partners (2015)
Import (Billion €):

RO
4.5

Hungary
Main trading partners (2015)
Export (Billion €):

Swedish
Companies in
Hungary
In the following section we
present more than 80 of the
around 200 Swedish companies
that are established in Hungary

The Port of Gothenburg is Scandinavia’s largest, with over 11,000
vessel calls each year from 140 destinations. The Swedish economy is
dependent on trade, and this environmentally sound link to faraway
places is vital to Swedish industry.
Credits: Sofia Sabel / imagebank.sweden.se

Swedish Companies in Hungary

ABB Kft.

ABB is a leader in power and automation technologies that enable utility and industry customers to improve their
performance while lowering environmental impact. The ABB Group operates in around 100 countries and employs
about 135,000 people. The company provides solutions for secure, energy-efficient generations, transmission
and distribution of electricity, and for increasing productivity in industrial, commercial and utility operations.
ABB’s portfolio ranges from light switches to robots, and from huge electrical transformers to control systems that
manage entire power networks and factories. In Hungary ABB is a leading solution provider in domestic utility
and energy sector.
Operation type: local engineering, sales office, production, service.
Established in Hungary: 1991

H1134, Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Kassák Lajos street 19-25.

12 795 MHUF (41.29 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 443 2100

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.abb.hu

Address:

Social media:

www.facebook.com

/ABBMagyarorszag
Email:
Head (CEO):

ajanlatkeres@hu.abb.com
Taira-Julia Lammi

36 000 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
144
No. of employees globally (2015):
135 000

YuMi® – You and Me
A kétkarú, emberbarát robot.
Az automatizált jövőt együtt építjük!
http://new.abb.com/products/robotics/Yumi
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Airvent Légtechnikai Zrt.

Airvent is a family-owned company founded in 1990 and is part of a group of companies that currently employs
a total of 365 people in Europe. The group is owned by Hungarian, Danish and Swedish private individuals.
Other members of the group are Klimatbyrån AB in Sweden and Netavent A/S in Denmark, who joined us in 2014.
Considering the Swedish and Danish businesses, we have more than 40 years of experience in the development,
production and sales of air-conditioning, ventilation, software and controlling products. We are committed to
providing system solutions to ensure an energy efficient, healthy and comfortable indoor climate in domestic,
commercial, industrial, and public buildings. Our main offices and production plant
is located in Kecskemét, Hungary.
Operation type: development, production and sales
Established in Hungary: 1990.

Address:

6000 Kecskemét, Belsőnyír 150.

Present in: Kecskemét, Budapest,
Szombathely and Debrecen

A tree hotel in the far north of Sweden, near the small village of Harads, close to
the Arctic Circle.
Designed by Tham & Videgård architects, the tree hotel is a structure hung around
a tree trunk, a box clad in mirrored glass. The exterior reflects the surroundings
and the sky, creating a camouflaged refuge. The interior is all made of plywood
and the windows give a 360 degree view of the surroundings. To prevent birds
colliding with the reflective glass,
a transparent ultraviolet colour is laminated into the glass panes which are visible
for birds only. The most striking part of Harads is its magnificent surroundings.
From Treehotel’s rooms you get a fantastic view of the Lule River valley, miles of
forest and the powerful river.
Credits: Lola Akinmade Åkerström/imagebank.sweden.se

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):
3 417 MHUF (11.03 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):

Tel.:

+36 1 443 2100

25 MEUR

Web:

www.airvent.hu

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Social media:
Emailt:
Head (CEO):

N/A
pataki@airvent.hu

285
No. of employees globally (2015):
350

Pataki Mihály
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Alfa Laval

ASSA ABLOY ENTRANCE SYSTEMS KFT.

Alfa Laval is a leading global provider of specialized products and engineering solutions based on its key
technologies of heat transfer, separation and fluid handling. The company’s equipment, systems and services
are dedicated to assisting customers in optimizing the performance of their processes. The solutions help them
to heat, cool, separate and transport products in industries that produce food and beverages, chemicals and
petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, starch, sugar and ethanol. Alfa Laval’s products are also used in power plants,
aboard ships, in the mechanical engineering industry, in the mining industry and for wastewater treatment, as
well as for comfort climate and refrigeration applications. Alfa Laval’s worldwide organization works closely with
customers in nearly 100 countries to help them stay ahead in the global arena.

ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is the world’s most comprehensive supplier of entrance automation solutions. With
a holistic approach to the flow of people, goods and vehicles, we create solutions with the best possible balance
of cost, quality and lifetime performance. Our solutions form a total offering for the front, back and interior of your
building. Our combined approach means we understand the full range of challenges you face, and allows us to
provide the best solution for your total entrance needs.
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems is a division within ASSA ABLOY, the global leader in door opening solutions.
Operation type: service, sales office
Established in Hungary: 1995

Operation type: sales office
Established in Hungary: 1991

Address:

Alfa Laval Kft.,

Bocskai út 134-146.,
1113 Budapest
Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Email:

+36 1 88 99 700
www.alfalaval.hu
@Alfa_Laval
info.hu@alfalaval.com

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1222, Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Nagytétényi út 112.

286 MHUF (0.92 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 424 72 74

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.assaabloyentrance.hu

Address:

1 704 MHUF (5.5 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):
4 222 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
14
No. of employees globally (2015):

Social media:
Email:

17 417
Head (CEO):

Head (CEO):
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Lars Renström

286 MHUF (0.92 MEUR)
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

5

iroda.hu@assaabloy.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Eva Anna Sofia Karlsson

5
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ASSA ABLOY HUNGARY KFT.

AstraZeneca

ASSA ABLOY is the largest global supplier of intelligent lock and security solutions. One in every 10 lock
and security installations worldwide uses our products. Using the latest technologies and tried-and-tested
techniques we are constantly developing innovative solutions that improve our customers’ lives through greater
security, safety and convenience.

AstraZeneca is a global, science led biopharmaceutical company. We are one of only a handful of companies to
span the entire life-cycle of a medicine from research and development to manufacturing and supply, and the
global commercialisation of primary care and speciality care medicines. We operate in more than 100 countries
and our innovative medicines are used by millions of patients worldwide.

Operation type: representative
Established in Hungary: 2000

Our primary focus is on three important areas of healthcare: Cardiovascular and Metabolic disease (CVMD);
Oncology; and Respiratory, Inflammation and Autoimmunity (RIA). We are also active in the Infection,
Neuroscience and Gastrointestinal (ING) disease areas.
Operation type: sales office, R&D
Established in Hungary: 1999 (AstraZeneca); 1994 (Astra, as predecessor)

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Email:
Head (CEO):

1031 - Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Záhony u. 7.

694 MHUF (2.24 MEUR)

+36 1 226 16 16

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.assaabloy.hu
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11 510 MHUF (37.14 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 883 6500

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.astrazeneca.hu

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
14

info@assaabloy.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Ónody Csaba

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1113 Budapest, Hungary

7 283 MEUR

N/A

Karin Hrunková

Bocskai út 134-146

Address:

Social media:
Email:

45 994
Head (CEO):

24 788 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

102

hu-info@astrazeneca.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Pascal Soriot

61 500
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Atlas Copco Hungary Kft.

Founded in 1873, Atlas Copco has more than 140 years of experience of innovating for sustainable productivity.
Our products and services include compressors, vacuum solutions and air treatment systems, construction and
mining equipment, power tools and assembly systems worldwide as well as on the Hungarian market. We have
customers all over the world.
Located near Budapest in Szigetszentmiklós, Atlas Copco Hungary’s factory is focused on the assembly of
industrial power tools, predominantly in the pneumatic tool range. Our products are the preferred choice for
many world-leading players in the general industry, aerospace and automotive industries. Our local Customer
Center for Compressor Technique has a service network and innovates for sustainable productivity in the
manufacturing, oil and gas, and process industries.
Operation type: Production Company, Customer Center, Service Center
Established in Hungary: Present on Hungarian market since 1960,
Customer Center established in 1990, Product Company in 2007

Address:

Hungary, 2310,

Szigetszentmiklós,

ÁTI-Sziget Ipari Park 72.-73.

N/A
Annual turnover globally (2015):

Tel.:

+36 24 504 500

N/A

Web:

www.atlascopco.com,

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.atlascopco.hu,

160

www.facebook.com/atlascopco,

No. of employees globally (2015):

Social media:

twitter.com/AtlasCopcoGroup,
www.linkedin.com/company/
atlas-copco,
Email:
Head (CEO):

info.hua@hu.atlascopco.com
Ronnie Leten (global); Axel

Guddas (Industrial Technique,

Hungary); Richard Jeske (Com-
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Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

pressor Technique, Hungary)

43 000+

Kista Science City is one of the most expansive districts in
Stockholm. It is a melting pot where companies, researchers
and students collaborate in order to develop and grow. The
foremost sector in Kista is ICT (Information and Communication
Technology). Figures show that few places on the planet can
demonstrate the same high concentration of expertise, innovation
and business opportunities within ICT.
Credits: Cecilia Larsson Lantz/Imagebank.sweden.se

Swedish Companies in Hungary

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
Autolív

For over 60 years, Autoliv has focused on one very important issue: saving lives. Our innovative products save
30,000 lives every year and prevent 10 times as many injuries. Meeting real-world customer needs with a wide
range of products and systems has helped us become the clear market leader in automotive safety. Autoliv is the
world’s largest automotive safety supplier with sales to all the leading car manufacturers in the world.
Autoliv Hungary is the biggest Autoliv seatbelt assembly plant in Europe producing high-end seatbelts since
1991 with more than 2500 employees today. Production counts for 40 million units annually installed in the
latest cars of all major carmakers.
Operation type: Production (Seatbelts)
Established in Hungary: 1991

H-9483 Sopronkövesd,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Iskola utca 38-50

16 256 MHUF (52.56 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 99 536 300

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.autoliv.com

Address:

Social media:
Email:
Head (CEO):
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With a passion for Saving Lives, we strive to create value in everything we do. We look at Autoliv in a number of different aspects in order to build a long-term,
robust, sustainable operation. We always have the
ambition to generate solid returns to our shareholders and act as a market leader.
Autoliv is engaging 64 000 employees worldwide
in 27 countries working with 100 car brands and
1300 car models.

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
2 567

info@autoliv com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Attila Vass (Hungary)

Autoliv is the world’s largest automotive safety supplier with sales to all the leading car manufacturers
in the world. We develop, manufacture and market
airbags, seatbelts, steering wheels, passive safety
electronics and active safety systems such as radar,
night vision and camera vision systems. We also produce anti-whiplash systems, pedestrian protection
systems and integrated child seats.
Our leading market position in automotive safety
area includes the active and passive safety systems.
It is resulted by the high level of innovation and the
continuous improvement of our production systems.

8 364 MEUR

N/A

Jan Carlsson (Global)

ABOUT AUTOLIV

64 000

AUTOLIV IN SOPRONKÖVESD
Autoliv Kft. situated in Hungary Sopronkövesd was
established in 1991, and continuously developing
since 1996. The plant produce high-end seat belts
with state of the art manufacturing technology and
methods for the world’s leading car brands and types.
Today it has more than 2500 employees.
Beginning of September 2014 the West Pannon company has started a new building extension: the plant
doubles the area of production and increases the
number of employees till beginning of 2016.
The plant extend it’s area with new production hall

for seatbelt production, product quality testing, finished goods warehouse, new component warehouse
to serve the increased production and a new social
building for lockers and canteen. The investment is
done to be more cost efficient and decrease the response time to the customers. The production and
warehouse surface will be increased by 12.000 m2,
and further 2.000 m2 will be built for lockers/canteen
and additional offices. Thanks to the investment the
factory is the biggest safety belt plant all over Europe.

Swedish Companies in Hungary

Swedish Companies in Hungary

AxFlow KFT

Bisnode D&B Magyarország Kft

AxFlow serves an industry where processes need to run and systems need to work. Interruptions are costly. And
unacceptable. We are Europe’s leading source of pumps and pump expertise for the process industry. We intend
to maintain that position by working fluidly and ceaselessly, to bring our customers the best. Established in
1989, AxFlow has continually focused on meeting the needs of, primarily, European process industries. We
represent world-leading suppliers and add considerable customer value by industrial know-how, fast and reliable
deliveries and a wide range of technical services. Our ambition is to meet the needs of local industry while,
at the same time, offering one strategic distribution and customer service solution across Europe. Through its
European Distribution Center, AxFlow is able to ship stock pumps and other equipment to its customers within 48
hours anywhere in Europe.

Bisnode is pioneering smart data solutions, to help companies safely grow their business relationships. Bisnode
provides a wide range of sales & marketing, credit risk, fraud and compliance management solutions, including
marketing databases, customer onboarding, credit reports, customer and supplier portfolio intelligence, and
monitoring solutions. Thanks to the partnership with Dun & Bradstreet, Bisnode can offer a global coverage.
Operation type: Production, sales,representative and own R&D for local products
Established in Hungary: 1990

Operation type: CEE regional commercial and operational hub
Established in Hungary: 1990

Address:

1239. Budapest,

Európa utca 6., B1
Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Email:
Head (CEO):

+36 1 454 3080
www.axflow.hu

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015)

Tel.:

+36 1 815 8500

928 MHUF (2.9 MEUR)

Web:

www.bisnode.hu

718 MHUF (2.3 MEUR)

www.facebook.com/BisnodeHU;

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Annual turnover globally (2015):
7 439 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

7

axflow@axflow.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Laszlo Vago

Közraktár u. 30-32.

Address:

900 MHUF (2.90 MEUR)

18 469

Social media:

https://www.linkedin.com/

company/bisnode-hungary-ltdEmail:
Head (CEO):
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Bisnode Magyarország Kft:
Bisnode D&B Magyarország Kft

378 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

info@bisnode.hu

5

József Keleti

No. of employees globally (2015):
2 394
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BorgWarner TTS Kft.

BTI Studios Kft.

The company is a global product leader in powertrain solutions. BorgWarner focuses on developing leading
powertrain technologies that improve fuel economy, emissions and performance. The company has facilities
located across the globe in order to provide local support of our diverse customer base.

BTI Studios is among the world’s largest and most renowned localisation companies providing dubbing,
subtitling, access services and media solutions in any language.

Operation type: Production plant
Established in Hungary: 2010

Founded in 1995 as Broadcast Text, BTI today operates 16 fully owned local facilities globally. Our clients
are broadcasters, such as BBC Worldwide, Discovery Networks and Turner; major film studios (NBC Universal,
Warner, Disney and Fox); and VOD Platforms. We are one of only four Netflix Preferred Vendors (NPVs) for subtitling
and captioning.
Operation type: Production office
Established in Hungary: 2003

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

Táncsics Mihály út 111,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

H-2840 Oroszlány

9 916 MHUF (31.5 MEUR)

+36 34 562 500

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.borgwarner.com/

Email:

126 (0.4 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 30 952 6729

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.btistudios.com

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
146

ner-Inc/121677597857698

No. of employees globally (2015):

mediacontact@borgwarner.com

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Soroksári út 48.

7 621 MEUR

www.facebook.com/
pages/BorgWar-

1095 Budapest,

Address:

22 000

Social media:

@BTIStudios
Email:
Head (CEO):

Head (CEO):
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N/A

www.facebook.com/btistudios1,

enquiries@btistudios.com

47 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
2
No. of employees globally (2015):
350

Björn Lifvergren
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BUFAB Hungary Kft.

CEZAR WINERY Kft

Bufab is a trading company that offers its customers a fullservice solution as Supply Chain Partner for sourcing,
quality control and logistics for C-Parts (screws, nuts,etc). Bufab´s Global Parts Productivity™ customer offering
aims to improve productivity in customer´s value chain for C-Parts. Bufab was founded in 1977 in Småland and
is an international company with operations in 23 countries. The head office is located in Värnamo, Sweden and
Bufab has about 800 employees. Bufab´s sales for 2013 amounted to SEK 2,031 millions and operating profit was
SEK 201 millions. The Bufab share is listed on NASDAQ OMX Stockholm,
under the ticker “Bufab”.

Cezar Winery offers excellent wines and modern winery in the vicinity of Kis-Balaton. Cezar winery, located
in an idyllic, picturesque environment in Nagyrada, right in the vicinity of Kis-Balaton, is surrounded
by a 100-hectare grape plantation. It is the citadel of wine production in Zala, the sanctuary of the symbiosis
of different types, aromas and drink specialities.
Operation type: Growing of grapes
Established in Hungary: 1991

Operation type: Bufab Hungary is a sourcing specialist for C-Parts mainly used in Engineering, Automotive,
EMS. Bufab Hungary has a warehouse operation in Budaörs to serve our broad
multinational customer base in Hungary and in Slovenia.
Established in Hungary: 2007

Address:

2040 Budaörs,
Gyár u 2.

(BITEP Industrial Park)
Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Email:
Head (CEO):

+36 23 500 451
www.bufab.com
N/A
hungary@bufab.com
David Balogh

Managing Director & Global
Account Manager
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Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

H-8746 Nagyrada,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Szelemi hegy 020/10 hrsz.

221 MHUF (0.71 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 93 589 022

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.cezarpinceszet.hu

Address:

1 122 MHUF (3.62 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):
263 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
11

Social media:

cezarpinceszet

No. of employees globally (2015):
834

www.facebook.com/

Email:
Head (CEO):

info@cezarwinery.com

N/A
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
34
No. of employees globally (2015):
35

Stefán Császár,

managing director - owner
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CHRONOS SYSTEMS Kft.

Coor Service

Chronos Systems is a global provider of business application development, IT outsourcing and talent staffing
solutions. Founded by Swedish entrepreneurs in 1999 and being the member of the Coberon-Chronos Group the
corporation serves Fortune 1000 customers in Europe, Middle East, Asia and the Americas from development
centers in Hungary and Argentina. With more then 15 years of experience there is a special focus on Business
Process Automation by its leading product of Chronos Workflow Platform and by offering SaaS software solutions
as well. Chronos Systems has its own delivery methodology for offshore/nearshore projects to ensure the quality
and innovative delivery towards our customers.

Coor Service Management is a leading provider of IFM and FM services in the Nordics, offering all the facility
management services necessary for a company or public body to work smoothly and effectively. Coor possesses
specialist competence in workplace services (soft FM), property services (hard FM) and strategic consulting.
Coor’s customer base includes large corporations and small enterprises operating in the private
and public sectors.
Operation type: N/A
Established in Hungary (year): 2009

Operation type: Information technology services, application development
Established in Hungary: 1999

Address:

30 Tuzer.
II. floor,

Budapest, 1134 - Hungary
Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

+36 1 268 1216
www.chronossystems.com
www.facebook.com/
chronossystems

twitter.com/chronossystems

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1097 - Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Könyves Kálmán körút 11. B.

387 MHUF (1.25 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 437 7254

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.coor.com

Address:

389 MHUF (1.26 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):
9,7 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
30
No. of employees globally (2015):

Social media:
Email:

100+
Head (CEO):

Email:
Head (CEO):

info@chronossystems.com

218 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

29

info@coor.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Eric Lennart Anund Johansson

6 852

Edith Varhelyi

(swedish citizen)
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Delaval Kft.

Dometic Hütögépgyártó és Kereskedelmi Zrt.

Every day millions of dairy animals are milked, fed and maintained by DeLaval solutions in more than 100
countries worldwide – and DeLaval meets regularly with literally thousands of dairy farmers to help them manage
their farms their way. For milking farm professionals, we offer the market’s most extensive range of equipment for
maximizing the profitability of every farm, regardless of size or approach.

Dometic is a worldwide manufacturer and supplier of high quality and innovate products. Dometic serves the
market with a complete range of air conditioners, refrigerators, awnings, cookers, sanitation, lighting, mobile
power equipment, windows, doors and other comfort and safety products that make life away from home more
comfortable either you are in an RV, on a boat or in a vehicle.

Operation type: sales office
Established in Hungary: 1990

Operation type: Manufacture of electric domestic appliances
Established in Hungary: 2001

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

2040 Budaörs,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Templom tér 4.

733 MHUF (2.37 MEUR)

+36 23 501 820

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.delaval.hu
N/A

Address:

Necső telep 1. (Jász-NagykunSzolnok megye)

Head (CEO):

hungary.info@delaval.com
Szilvágyiné Gergely Edit

7 205 MHUF (23.25 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):

Tel.:

+36 57 50 63 00

592 MEUR

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Web:

www.dometic.com

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

13
No. of employees globally (2015):

www.facebook.com/dometic
Twitter: @_Dometic

N/A
Email:
Head (CEO):
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Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

N/A

Social media:
Email:

5100 - Jászberény,

info@dometic.com

258
No. of employees globally (2015):
6 518

Hubanov Mihály
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know-how
and capacity

large volumes are our business

Elanders Hungary Kft.

Elanders Hungary belongs to the swedish Elanders AB. Our main competence is sheet offset printing with book
bindery and black&white digital printing.
Operation type: Elanders Hungary has two locations: Offset and digital printing in Zalalövö with
198 employees, digital printing in Jászberény with 12 employees.
Established in Hungary: 2002

Ujmajor street 2.

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

H-8999 Zalalövő, Hungary

7 211 MHUF (23.27 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 92 572 500

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.elanders-hungary.com

Address:

Social media:
Email:
Head (CEO):

453 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

245

info@elanders.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Magnus Nilsson

(CEO of Elanders AB)

3 182

Exceptional Performance
No, we don’t train elephants – but we do deal smoothly with a quite different type of
heavyweights. On average, we print about 75 tonnes of paper a day!
It is not only due to our central geographical location that we can offer many advantages to
customers far beyond the borders of Hungary. Our flexible production planning with highly
efficient processes, innovative, state-of-the-art technology and a fully-developed logistics
network guarantees short delivery times within 24 hours – even for large runs, the highest
quality and an attractive price-quality ratio.
We are one of the most modern print shops in Hungary and we can satisfy the highest
demands.
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Electrolux Lehel Kft

EQUINOXE Hütéstechnikai és Épületgépészeti Kft.

Electrolux is a global leader in home appliances and appliances for professional use. Our company Electrolux
Lehel Ltd. is one of the subsidiaries of the Swedish AB Electrolux. At Electrolux Lehel Ltd. the manufacturing
operations are located in Jászberény and Nyíregyháza, while the sales and marketing organization and the
Global Logistics Center of Small Appliances can be found in Budapest. The company’s main profile is production
of refrigerators, freezers, chest freezers and vacuum cleaners. The Jászberény and Nyíregyháza sites are the
company’s key manufacturing centers in Europe. Electrolux has about 3000 employees in Hungary and offers job
opportunity to almost 2500 people through its suppliers. In 2015, Electrolux reached the total turnover
of 275,2 billion Hungarian Forints in Hungary.

Equinoxe Ltd. is a technology oriented importer and distributor which through added-value products offers its
customers competitive solutions within refrigeration and climate control.
Operation type: Sales office
Established in Hungary: 1991

Operation type: Production, Sales Office, Logistic Center
Established in Hungary: 1991

Address:

Fémnyomó u. 1.

5100 Jászberény
HUNGARY
Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

+36 57 415 999
www.electrolux.hu
Electrolux Group
www.facebook.com/Electrolux
twitter.com/electroluxgroup

youtube.com/user/electrolux
Contact:

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1097 Budapest

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Gubacsi út 24.

1 469 MHUF (4.74 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 273 32 00

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.equinoxe.hu

Address:

275 211 MHUF (888.60 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):
13 211 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
2 918
No. of employees globally (2015):

Social media:
Email:

58 265
Head (CEO):

896 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

27

equinoxe@equinoxe.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Szabolcs Lendvay

2 506

www.electrolux.hu/altalanos/

tamogatas/altalanos/kapcsolat/
Head (CEO):
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Dr Sándor Gönczy
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Ericsson Magyarország Kft.

Ericsson Hungary employs 2000 people, and its activities are built on three pillars. Ericsson Hungary is the
largest company of Hungary active in the area of telecommunication and information technology research,
software and hardware development. In its activities the education – basic research – applied research –
industrial implementation chain is exemplary. The second pillar is the Service Delivery Center where highly
educated engineers participate in several countries worldwide in serving telecommunication systems,
implementation, planning, installation, integration and support of various systems. As the third main area,
Ericsson Hungary is provider of network technology and services for local telecom operators and enterprises:
as strategic partner of Magyar Telekom, Ericsson is the exclusive supplier of its mobile network. Furthermore,
Ericsson performs field maintenance services for domestic service providers.
Operation type: Sales office, Service Delivery Center, Research and Development Center
Established in Hungary: 1990.

1097 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Könyves K. krt. 11/B.

42 631 MHUF (137.56 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 437 7100

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.ericsson.com/hu

Address:

Social media:

Sweden being geographically large with a small population has been a driving force in its
development of infrastructure and communication, including mobile connectivity. Early action
to promote digitalisation has meant that Sweden is now one of the most connected countries in
the world with one of the highest rates of computer, internet and mobile penetration.
Credits: Per Pixel Petersson/imagebank.sweden.se
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Email:
Head (CEO):

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.facebook.com/

1 889

twitter.com/ericssonhungary

No. of employees globally (2015):

EricssonMagyarorszag

A stunning scenic view as the sun sets on the west coast of Sweden,
definitively worth capturing and uploading.

26 406 MEUR

meghivo@ericsson.com

115 000

Gábor Éry

Bernadette Bohács
Roland Jakab

Evert Priester
Edina Rózsa
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Esab kft.

FlexLink Systems Kft.

ESAB is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of welding and cutting equipment and welding consumables with
more than 100 years of innovation. Our solutions include arc welding and arc accessories; oxy-fuel cutting and
gas regulation; manual plasma cutting; cutting automation; welding automation; air carbon arc gouging; filler
metals, and personal protection equipment. Our products deliver superior-value performance that allow today’s
industrial fabricator to attack any challenge with confidence.
Learn more at www.esab.com.

FlexLink is a world-class factory automation expert. Working closely with global customers, we provide
innovative, automated solutions to produce goods smarter, safer and at lower operating costs. Headquartered in
Gothenburg, Sweden, FlexLink has operating units in 30 countries and is represented in more than 60.
Operation type: Sales office, Application development, Installation, After Sales Service
Established in Hungary: 2000

Operation type: Original equipment manufacturer
Established in Hungary: 1991.01.12.

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

Teréz krt. 55-57.

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

H-1062 Budapest, Hungary

N/A

+36 1 382 1255

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.esab.hu

instagram.com/

No. of employees globally (2015):

www.linkedin.com/

621 MHUF (2.00 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 20 666 7008

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.flexlink.com

(as FlexLink is the member of Coesia Group)

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
N/A

esabweldingcutting

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Rokolya utca 1-13.

1 752 MEUR

www.facebook.com/ESAB.
Global.Welding.Cutting

HU-1131 Budapest,

Address:

Social media:

Around 8 700

Head (CEO):

info@esab.hu
Clay Kiefaber (Executive Vice
President, Chief Executive
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Officer ESAB Global)

11

twitter.com/flexlink

No. of employees globally (2015):

plus.google.com/+flexlink/
youtube.com/user/

twitter.com/ESABGlobal

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

facebook.com/

ProductionEfficiency

company/esab

Contact:

linkedin.com/company/flexlink

Coesia Group: 1 534 MEUR

840

flexlinkmarketing
Email:
Head (CEO):

info.hu@flexlink.com
Jon Bagiu (Area Director)
Ottó Csepregi (Country
Manager)
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Green Fortune Hungary Kft

H&M Hennes & Mauritz

Green Fortune Group has been established in 2001, and already completed over 400 Plantwall projects in 16
countries. Green Fortune can offer all sizes and shapes of Plantwalls, from huge and medium sized Plantwalls
down to modules, single or double sided, with different heights. Each new Plantwall project can be tailor
made to suit different demands. The integrated drip irrigation system makes the watering very smooth. Via the
drip irrigation system, also fertilizer is distributed inside the four-layer textile of the wall. This process is
programmed by us and automatically controlled. Long-live guarantee, complete maintenance and service
are also provided.

H & M Hennes & Mauritz AB (publ) was founded in Sweden in 1947 and is quoted on Nasdaq Stockholm. H&M’s
business idea is to offer fashion and quality at the best price in a sustainable way. In addition to H&M, the group
includes the brands & Other Stories, Cheap Monday, COS, Monki and Weekday as well as H&M Home. The H&M
Group has more than 3,600 stores in 59 markets including franchise markets. In 2014, sales including VAT were
SEK 177 billion and the number of employees is more than 132,000. For further information, visit hm.com.
Operation type: Retail
Established in Hungary: 2005

Operation type: production and R&D
Established in Hungary: 2010

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

H1039 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Pozsonyi street 1.

17.7 MHUF (0.06 MEUR)

+36 30 990 2826

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.greenfortune.com
hu-hu.facebook.com/
greenfortunehungary

Contact:
Head (CEO):

73

andrea.kovacs@greenfortune.com
Andrea Kovacs

1085 Budapest

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Kálvin Tér 12-13

35 645 MHUF (115.02 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 336 98 40

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

hm.com

Address:

0.6 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
4 (including contractors)

Social media:

twitter.com/hm

No. of employees globally (2015):
14 (including contractors)

www.facebook.com/hm/

Email:
Head (CEO):

HUSO.Reception@hm.com

19 343 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
901
No. of employees globally (2015):
104 634

Ralf Wein
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Haldex Hungary Kft.

HESTRA Hungary Kft.

With more than 100 years of intensely focused innovation, Haldex holds unrivaled expertise in brake systems
and air suspension systems for heavy trucks, trailers and buses. We live and breathe our business delivering
robust, technically superior solutions born from deep insight into our customers’ reality. By concentrating on
our core competencies and following our strengths and passions, we combine both the operating speed and
flexibility required by the market. Collaborative innovation is not only the essence of our products – it is also
our philosophy. Our 2,235 employees, spread on four continents, are constantly challenging the conventional
and strive to ensure that the products we deliver create unique value for our customers and all end-users. We are
listed on the Nasdaq Stockholm Stock Exchange and have net sales of approximately 4 billion SEK.

The family business Martin Magnusson & Co. was founded in 1936. Our gloves are manufactured in our own
factories and we personally buy all leather, fabric, wool and other materials. This gives us control of the
production chain and ensures a high level of quality.
In 2013, we produced over 2 million pairs of gloves. In addition to Scandinavia, the United States,
Alp- countries and Japan are our largest markets.

Operation type: Manufacture of textiles
Established in Hungary: 2011

Operation type: Production
Established in Hungary: 2003

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

93 Dózsa György street,

9 532 MHUF (30.76 MEUR)

+36 29 631 400

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.haldex.com
www.facebook.com/haldexglobal
twitter.com/HaldexAB
www.linkedin.com/
company/haldex

www.youtube.com/
user/HaldexTV/
Contact:
Head (CEO):

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Szentlőrinckáta, HU-2255

info.hu.eu@haldex.com

Address:

Zrínyi Ilona út 66/A.
4465, Rakamaz

Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg megye

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):
309 MHUF (1.00 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):

511 MEUR

Tel.:

+36 42 37 01 20

26 MEUR

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Web:

www.hestragloves.com

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

186
Social media:
No. of employees globally (2015):

www.facebook.com/
HestraGloves/

2 200

Twitter: @HestraGloves
Email:
Head (CEO):

106
No. of employees globally (2015):
About 200

N/A
Anton Martin Magnusson

Bo Annvik (President and CEO
of Haldex)

Imre Hege (Managing Director
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of Haldex Hungary Kft.)
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Hexagon Metrology Kft.

Husqvarna Magyarország Kft

Hexagon Metrology offers a comprehensive range of products and services for all industrial metrology
applications in sectors such as automotive, aerospace, energy and medical. We support our customers with
actionable measurement information along the complete life cycle of a product – from development and design
to production, assembly and final inspection.

Husqvarna Group is a world leading producer of outdoor power products including chainsaws, trimmers, robotic
lawn mowers and garden tractors. The Group is also the European leader in garden watering products and a world
leader in cutting equipment and diamond tools for the construction and stone industries. The Group’s products
and solutions are sold under brands including Husqvarna, Gardena, McCulloch, Poulan Pro, Weed Eater, Flymo,
Zenoah and Diamant Boart via dealers and retailers to end-customers in more than 100 countries.

With more than 20 production facilities and 70 Precision Centers for service and demonstrations, and a network of
over 100 distribution partners on five continents, we empower our customers to fully control their manufacturing
processes, enhancing the quality of products and increasing efficiency in manufacturing plants around the world.

Operation type: Sales office
Established in Hungary: 1993

Operation type: Hungary: Sales and service of measuring machines
Established in Hungary: N/A

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

Nádorliget u. 7/C

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1117 Budapest, Hungary

0 MHUF (0 MEUR)

+36 1 260 53 94

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.hexagonmetrology.eu

Contact:

5 935 MHUF (19.15 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 414 2000

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.husqvarna.hu,

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
7

twitter.com/hexmetrology

No. of employees globally (2015):

Ferenc.Balogh@

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Ezred utca 1-3.

326 MEUR (Hexagon)

www.facebook.com/
hex.metrology

1044 Budapest,

Address:

Social media:

Norbert Hanke

Email:
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www.facebook.com/

No. of employees globally (2015):
13 572

vevoszolgalat.husqvarna@
husqvarnagroup.com

Metrology)

Executive Officer)

27

Gardena.Magyarorszag

(President & CEO, Hexagon
Ola Rollén (President and Chief

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.mcculloch.biz/hu

www.facebook.com/

hexagonmetrology.com
Head (CEO):

www.gardena.hu,

Husqvarna.Hungary

15 891

3 850 MEUR

Head (CEO):

Norbert Held
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IFS Hungary Kft.

IFS™ is a globally recognized leader in developing and delivering enterprise software for enterprise resource
planning (ERP), enterprise asset management (EAM) and enterprise service management (ESM). IFS brings
customers in targeted sectors closer to their business, helps them be more agile and enables them to profit
from change. IFS is a public company (XSTO: IFS) founded in 1983 and currently has over 2,700 employees. IFS
supports more than 2,400 customers worldwide from its network of local offices and through a growing
ecosystem of partners.
Operation type: subsidiary
Established in Hungary: 2000

Váci út 22-24.,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1132 Budapest, Hungary

686 MHUF

Tel.:

+36 1 236 37 00

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.ifsworld.com/hu

Address:

Social media:

www.facebook.com/IFSworld
twitter.com/IFSworld

Contact:
Head (CEO):

infohu@ifsworld.com
Zsolt Weiszbart

362 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
20
No. of employees globally (2015):
2 771

A nice swim as the midnight sun slowly descends is a great way to enjoy summer.
The waters of Sweden are warm only for a few months, so better make the most use
of it. During the Swedish summer, the sun sets slowly, if at all. In the very north the sun stays
up for a month or two around summer solstice, and in the south of Sweden a few hours of
relative dark.
Credits: Heléne Grynfarb/imagebank.sweden.se
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IKEA Industry Magyarország Kft

For over 60 years IKEA has been working to help create a better everyday life for the many people. We do it in
small ways, answering needs related to life at home by creating well designed furnishing products that are
attractive, functional, sustainable and affordable. That’s because we believe most people share a desire for
beauty, a need for functionality and a regard for saving resources - both their own, and the planet’s.
Operation type: Manufacture of other furniture
Established in Hungary: 1994

Address:

Ipar krt. 19.

9400, Sopron

Győr-Moson-Sopron megye

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):
10 704 MHUF
Annual turnover globally (2015):

Tel.:

+36 70 370 46 00

31 900 MEUR (IKEA)

Web:

www.ikea.hu

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Social media:

www.facebook.com/IKEAHU
Twitter: @IKEA

Email:
Head (CEO):

info@ikea.com
Annus Péter

533
No. of employees globally (2015):
155 000 (IKEA)

The first steps in the construction of the third IKEA store in Hungary were taken in May
2016 in the district Soroksár in Budapest. The new investment will bring over 300 new jobs to
Budapest – in addition to the 2000 workers who will be involved during the construction phase.
In the picture from left: Ági Szabó (Store manager IKEA Soroksár),
Niclas Trouvé (Ambassador), Marek Feltl (Retail Manager IKEA CZ/HU/SK), Eszter Varga-Nagy
(IKEA PR Manager), Ferenc Geiger (Mayor Soroksár).
Photo: Tamás Millok - IKEA Hungary
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Hungarians have been rocking in
this chair for years.
It’s what IKEA is about:
environment-friendly Scandinavian
design for an affordable price.
Keep on rockin’. So will we.
IKEA Lakberendezési Kft.

“To create a better everyday life for the many people”, this is the IKEA vision. Our business idea is “to offer a wide
range of well-designed, functional home furnishing products at prices so low that as many people as possible
will be able to afford them”.
We work hard to achieve quality at affordable prices for our customers through optimizing our entire value
chain, by building long-term supplier relationships, investing in highly automated production and producing
large volumes. Our vision also goes beyond home furnishing. We want to create a better everyday for all people
impacted by our business.
Operation type: retail, home furnishing
Established in Hungary: 1990

1148 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Örs Vezér tere 22

47 012 MHUF (151.70 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 460 31 60

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.ikea.hu

Address:

Social media:
Email:

19.990 HUF

31 900 MEUR

Price includes VAT.

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.facebook.com/IKEAHU

669

ikeahu.info@ikea.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

or in case of media/PR:

IKEA PS GULLHOLMEN
Rocking chair, banana fiber

cc. 155 000

Maria Vinka

eszter.varga@ikea.com
Head (CEO):

Marek Feltl

(regional CEO, HU/CZ/SK)
Global President and CEO is
Peter Agnefjäll
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ITAB Shop Concept Hungary Kft.

Josab Hungary Kft.

ITAB Shop Concept supplies and installs products and design concepts that build brands and generate sales for
customers. ITAB is one of the leading players in Europe in the food and non-food segments.
Main products: complete shelving with all accessories, entrance system, check-outs

The JOSAB Ecological Aqualite™ System purifies water using methods based on the use of filter housings
containing the mineral Aqualite™. This technique provides purification without any chemical additives. Through
its adsorption and ion-exchanging properties, Aqualite™ effectively removes heavy metals, radioactive fallout
(Cs, Sr), nitrogen compounds, petroleum products, etc.

Operation type: sales office
Established in Hungary: 2013

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):
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1138 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Madarász Viktor u. 47-49.

166 MHUF (0.54 MEUR)

+36 70 779 6658

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.itab.se/hu

1021 - Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Bölöni György utca 22.

51 MHUF (0.16 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 70 881 6012

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.josabhungary.com

Address:

555 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

2

sales@itab.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

N/A

Operation type: production
Established in Hungary: 2006

Social media:
Email:

2 829
Head (CEO):

1,3 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

11

josab.hungary@outlook.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Udvardi Norbert

N/A
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Kinnarps Hungary Kft.

KONSTSMIDE HUNGÁRIA Kft.

Kinnarps is currently one of Europe’s largest provider of workspace interior solutions. Sales operations are
conducted in about 40 countries. We believe in making life better at work. At Kinnarps, we do more than just sell
furniture. With products and services to match your needs, we deliver inspiring and effective workspace solutions
to help your organisation prosper.

The Group is concentrating towards products for the home with awareness for the environment and offers products
such as Christmas and Decoration Lighting as well as Garden Lighting. ‘We want to be our customers’ first choice
by offering a complete and very competitive range with the best quality, service and delivery.’
Operation type: Manufacture of electric lighting equipment
Established in Hungary: 1990

Operation type: daugther company / office and showroom.
Established in Hungary: 2000

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

Kinnarps House

1 085 MHUF (3.50 MEUR)

+36 1 237 1251

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.kinnarsps.hu

Bajcsy-Zs. u. 70.

(Csongrád megye)

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):
311 MHUF (1.00 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):

+36 62 53 30 15

58 MEUR

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Web:

www.konstsmide.hu/index.php

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.konstsmide.se

28

Social media:

N/A

No. of employees globally (2015):

Email:

N/A

kinnarps.hungary@kinnarps.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Director

6800 - Hódmezővásárhely,

Tel.:

15

Per-Arne Andersson - CEO

Address:

402 MEUR

N/A

Soltész Tiberius - Managing
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Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1133 Budapest, Váci str. 92.

2 300

Head (CEO):

170

Schlosser Miklós
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LEAX Hungary Zrt.

Lindab Kft.

LEAX Group is a group with about 1 200 employees. The company has operations in Köping, Falun, Falköping
and Tidaholm in Sweden, Riga and Rezekne in Latvia, Curitiba in Brazil, Detmold in Germany, Mezökövesd in
Hungary and Kunshan in China. LEAX Group is a manufacturer of mechanical components and subsystems for the
heavy vehicle industry, mining and construction industries and other engineering industries. LEAX also delivers
customized gearboxes for various mechanical engineering industries. The company is also engaged in consulting
in quality, QA and environmental management. The turnover for LEAX Group year 2014 was 1,5 billion SEK.

Lindab – A Ventilation and Building Products company: Lindab develops, manufactures, markets and distributes
products and system solutions for simplified construction and improved indoor climate. The products are
characterised by their high quality, ease of assembly, energy efficiency, consideration towards the environment,
and are delivered with high levels of service. Altogether, this increases customer value. The Group had sales
revenue of SEK 7,003 m in 2014 and is established in 32 countries with approximately 4,600 employees. The main
market is non-residential construction, which accounts for 80 percent of sales, while residential accounts for
20 percent of sales. During 2014, the Nordic market accounted for 46 percent, the CEE/CIS (Central and Eastern
Europe plus other former Soviet states) for 21 percent, Western Europe for 30 percent and other markets for 3
percent of total sales. The share is listed on the Nasdaq OMX Nordic Exchange, Stockholm, Mid Cap.
For more information visit www.lindabgroup.com

Operation type: Production, office, sales representative, R&D
Established in Hungary: LEAX Group acquired the company Arkivator in 2013
and turned it into LEAX Hungary.

Operation type: production, sales office
Established in Hungary: 1991

Address:

Szihalmi út 7, 3400

Mezőkövesd, Hungary
Tel.:

Phone: +36 49 505 400
Fax: +36 49 505 401

Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

www.leax.com

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Állomás str. 1/A.

8 737 MHUF (28.19 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 23 531 300

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.lindab.hu

(Industry only – not the Telecom side)
Annual turnover globally (2015):
154 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

LEAX Group is on LinkedIn

314

reception.leaxhungary@leax.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Managing Director of LEAX

2051 Biatorbágy,

Address:

6 222 MHUF (20.08 MEUR)

1 154

Social media:

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

LindabGroup is on Facebook,

150

Youtube and Google Plus.

No. of employees globally (2015):

Linkedin, Twitter, Instagram,

Email:

812 MEUR

info.profil@lindab.hu

Around 5 000

info.vent@lindab.hu

Hungary, Mr. András Farkas.

Head (CEO):

Anders Berg

(Lindab Group)
Mikó András

Sulyok Andrei
(Lindab Kft.)
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MMAB Group Kft.

Mölnlycke Health Care Kft.

MMAB Group Kft is a subsidiary of the Swedish MMAB Group AB and dealing with PCB production and commerce
from it’s own Swedish PCB factory Malmö and from about dozen Chinese PCB manufacturers in every category as
HDI high end…simple FR4…flexible…metal etc… PCB. MMAB has two representative office in China which helps
the audit of suppliers and the daily job from quality checking to logistics. MMAB business concept is to serve
customer on a high quality level with reasonable pirce products.

Mölnlycke Health Care is a world-leading provider of single-use surgical and wound care products for customers,
healthcare professionals and patients. We develop and bring to market innovative wound care and surgical
products along the entire continuum of care – from prevention to post-acute settings.

Operation type: representative
Established in Hungary: 2013

Our products include:
• gentle, effective dressings with Safetac® technology, like Mepitel® and Mepilex®,
to prevent, protect and heal a wide range of wounds
• safe, efficient, single-use surgical products, such as Biogel® surgical gloves and ProcedurePak® trays
– to minimise infections and increase efficiency in the operating room and beyond
Operation type: sales office (Ltd)
Established in Hungary: 1998

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

91

H-1165 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Vaci ut 22-24

473 MHUF (1.53 MEUR)

+36 30 658 2260

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.mmab-pcb.coom

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Dévai u. 26-28.

3 000 MHUF (9.51 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 477 3080

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.molnlycke.hu

N/A
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

6

sales.hungary@mmab-pcb.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Mr. Ervin Fekete

1134 Budapest,

Address:

Social media:
Email:

N/A
Head (CEO):

1 353 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.facebook.com/molnlycke

21

info.hu@molnlycke.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Csaba Szokodi Dr.

7 500
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NEFAB Packaging Hungary Kft.

Nolato

“Your mission is our mission. We develop complete packaging solutions optimized to reduce total cost and
environmental impact in your supply chain. With our global engineering and supply capabilities we serve you in
every corner of the world.”

Nolato is an accomplished supplier which, with its broad technological expertise and far-reaching specialist
knowledge, offers high-tech product and product system development and manufacturing based on polymer
materials such as plastic, silicone and TPE.

Operation type: Production, Sales
Established in Hungary: 2002

Examples of products are:
• medical devices (such as inhalers, insulin pens and catheter balloons)
• mobile phone components (such as complete front and back sections,
display windows and other specialist components)
• products for industrial companies (such as packaging, interior fittings and vehicle components).
Operation type: Manufacture of plastic products
Established in Hungary: 1996

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

2151 Fót,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

East Gate Business Park B1

4 215 MHUF (13.60 MEUR)

+36 27 395 960

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.nefab.hu
N/A

Address:

9200, Mosonmagyaróvár

Győr-Moson-Sopron megye

Head (CEO):

info@nefab.hu
Laszlo Nith

17 592 MHUF (56.77 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):

Tel.:

+36 96 57 87 70

505 MEUR

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Web:

www.nolato.com

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

63
No. of employees globally (2015):

www.facebook.com/nolatoab
Twitter: @Nolato

9 548
Email:
Head (CEO):

93

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

30.21 MEUR

Social media:
Contact:

Jánossomorjai utca 3

hungary@nolato.com

474
No. of employees globally (2015):
7 759

Dr. Meleg Norbert
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Nolek Central Europe Kft.

Nordhouse Kft.

With more than 40 years’ experience, Nolek has become the world’s leading manufacturer of custom built
machines for leak testing, leak detection and proof testing. Nolek Central Europe is expected to push forward
the market development and increase of sales in Central Europe (Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia). On top of its own development, Nolek Central Europe is expected to add
new qualitative distributors for Nolek’s products and services
in Central Europe.

NordHouse was established in 1992. We deal with import and sale of Scandinavian office furniture. We are dealer
of EFG (Sweden), Lammhults (Sweden), Offecct (Sweden), Fritz Hansen (Denmark) and some other firms. We also
manufacture custom made furniture for offices, such as reception desks, kitchen, gardrobe etc.
Operation type: importer, dealer
Established in Hungary: 1992

Operation type: Sales and Service Office
Established in Hungary: 2011

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

H-2310 Szigetszentmiklós,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Deák Ferenc u. 6. fszt. 2.

36 MHUF (0.12 MEUR)

+36 24 540 545

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.nolek.com
www.facebook.com/pages/

Nolek/192446027445105
Contact:

info@nolek.hu

Lórántffy Zsuzsanna u. 1,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1022 Budapest, Hungary

173 MHUF (0.56 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 316 9751

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.nordhouse.hu

Address:

13 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
1
No. of employees globally (2015):

Social media:
Email:

100
Head (CEO):

Head (CEO):

Mr. Csongor Farkas
Mr. Robert Basics

95

0.68 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

2

nordhouse@t-online.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Ulf Persson

3

Andras Nadas
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NOVUS INTERIÖR HUNGARY KFT

OMEGA Papír Kft.

Founded in 1998 by a few entrepreneurs, NOVUS is a fast growing company within the sewing industry. Today
we are more than 100 employees manufacturing a large variety of products ranging from sewing of interior
components to leather covering of exclusive high-quality products. Our main customers our found within the
European automotive industry represented by both car and truck OEM`s as well as sub-suppliers. Our production
is hosted in a modern facility that will be further extended during Y2016. We have a wide range of machines and
equipment to manage both quality and efficiency requested by our customers. In addition, we have also kept the
traditional hand craft competence to manage the exclusive and low-volume premium products.
Novus Interiör Hungary Kft. is a member of HAVD Group AB.

The company was registered in 2012 in Budapest as a limited liability company. Heaquaters are in Budapest,
back office is in Szolnok. The company started its operations with tissue paper production. It’s brand “Higi” has
been founded to make market penetration with products of hygine to Hungarian tissue market. Showing excellent
revenue growth in 2013, 14 Omega Papír LLC is seeking to expand. In recent years Omega has set long and short
term goals to achieve additional advantage in bringing value to the market and tries to follow the continiously
changing needs of customers.

Operation type: production
Established in Hungary: 1998

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:

H-8291, Nagyvázsony

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Vásártér u. 15-16. Hungary

1 318 MHUF (4.25 MEUR)

+36 88 515 186

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.havdgroup.com

1021 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Árpád fej. útja 79.

3 692 MHUF (11.91 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 70 948 1118

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

starkft.hu

Address:

26.93 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

117

karoly.kiskapin@

No. of employees globally (2015):

novusinterior.hu

Operation type: Tissue Mother Rolls’ production, Final Goods’ convertion, Sales of mother rolls. Sales
of tissue products are distributed through official partner companies.
Established in Hungary: 2012

Social media:
Email:

230
Head (CEO):

Head (CEO):

97

Björn Hedenberg

N/A
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

18

benko.robert@starltd.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Stalnova Elena

39
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Kiruna, a mining town, is the northernmost town in Sweden. The entire
town is in the process of moving, house by house, a little to the east. The
ground under the town is about to become too unstable to support buildings
due to the deep mining close by.
Kiruna’s move will happen slowly, under a period of 85 years. As new
neighbourhoods are built on Kiruna’s eastern edge, old ones will be torn
down. The idea is to preserve as much as possible of the town heritage, such
as the earliest structures, including a clock tower and the town church.
Buildings will be taken apart and reassembled in the new town centre. Other
materials will be recycled and reused in new Kiruna’s rebuilding and repair.
Old Kiruna will be transformed into parkland.

Orban Consulting Hungary Kft

Credits: Hans-Olof Utsi/imagebank.sweden.se

Our core competence is reorganization of industrial enterprises. Whether the desired business results are
lacking, a cultural change is pending or a new internal organization is about to come into force, we put your
business on a success track. We offer both limited assistance measures as well as complete restructuring.
Our services apply to small units as well as an entire factory. To ensure success of our operations, our experts
temporarily take over the line functions directly at your company. We know our job well- our team consists of
practitioners, each with at least ten years of operational management experience in the industry.
Get to know us and learn how we can help you too.
Operation type: Management Consulting
Established in Hungary: 2014

Lövöház u. 30,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

H-1024, Budapest

48 MHUF (0.15 MEUR), (without predecessor)

Tel.:

+36 21 252 6250

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.orbanconsulting.de

Address:

Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

99

0.5 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

2

info@orbanconsulting.de

No. of employees globally (2015):

Andrea Erőss

8
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PAPYRUS HUNGÁRIA Zrt.

Papyrus Hungária Zrt. is a member of Mölndal based Papyrus Group, one of Europe’s leading paper merchants
companies. It supplies a wide variety of printing and office papers to some 2000 customers in Hungary
and former Yugoslavia. Paper sold by Papyrus comes from European paper-producers who are partof an
environmentally sustainable supply-chain. Papyrus pays high attention to its values being Trustworthy, Friendly,
Professional, Responsive and Inspiring.
Operation type: Paper merchant
Established in Hungary: 1998

1097, Budapest

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Könyves Kálmán körút 11/c

9 925 MHUF (31.91 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 452 98 00

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.papyrus.com

Address:

Social media:

www.facebook.com/
papyrushungaria

Contact:
Head (CEO):

info.hu@papyrus.com

1 542 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
49

Welcome to a service company like no other
What makes Papyrus special? It starts with providing the quality products you
need, when you need them. Yet this is just the beginning. It’s the way we
support you that really makes the difference. With innovative, value-added
services. Knowledge, expertise and inspiration. Reliable logistics solutions. And
a genuine commitment to supporting you and your organization every day.

No. of employees globally (2015):
1 897

Peter Sandberg

Papyrus Hungária Zrt.
1097 Budapest, Könyves Kálmán körút 11/c.
Tel: +36 1 452 98 00

101

www.papyrus.com
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Play’n GO Hungary Kft.

Quant Service Hungary Kft

Play’n GO is a gaming specialist and the leading mobile casino gaming developer. Our games are designed
for great performance on smartphones, tablets, terminals and websites. By combining extensive experience
with the latest technology we create products that are truly modern, complete & highly flexible. Play’n GO’s
premium gaming content, designed for multi-device consumption stand out from the competition and are greatly
appreciated by players worldwide.

Quant (www.quantservice.com) is a global leader in industrial maintenance. For over 25 years, we have been
realizing the full potential of maintenance for our customers. From embedding superior safety practices
and building a true maintenance culture, to optimising maintenance cost and improving plant performance,
our people make the difference. We are passionate about maintenance and proud of ensuring we achieve our
customers’ goals in the most professional way.

Operation type: Online Casino Game Developer
Established in Hungary: 2014

Quant is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden and has offices in close to 30 countries, employing
over 2000 maintenance professionals.
Operation type: Industrial maintenance outsourcing
Established in Hungary: N/A

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

1051 Budapest,

208 MHUF (0.67 MEUR)

+46 470 78 88 51

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.playngo.com
Twitter: @ThePlayngo
Facebook: Play’n GO
Linkedin: Play’n GO

Youtubechannel: ThePlayngo
Contact:
Head (CEO):

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Vörösmarty tér 1, Hungary

Address:

Klarabergsgatan 29,

111 21 Stockholm, Sweden

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):
N/A
Annual turnover globally (2015):

N/A

Tel.:

N/A

N/A

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Web:

www.quantservice.com

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

20
Social media:
No. of employees globally (2015):

Facebook: www.facebook.com/
Quant-747603528665884/

80

Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/
company/quant-service

info@playngo.com

N/A
No. of employees globally (2015):
N/A

Youtube: www.youtube.com/

channel/UCoTbbV_o6wMRWdfUjIFUvEQ

Johan Törnqvist
Email:
Head (CEO):

103

Head office:

info@quantservice.com
Sabrina Vilhena
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Revlanda Kft.

Saab-Gripen Hungary Kft.

Our company, Revlanda LTD. operates effectively with continuous increase on the Hungarian market.
Revlanda LTD. is the exclusive representative of the Swedish company, LUNA Tools, the Scandinavian market leader
in industrial supply with nearly 100,000 several articles in its product range. The whole product range is entirely
available at several thousands of Hungarian partners.
Advantages of Revlanda Ltd.:
• Hungary’s largest industrial range • Superior quality industrial • Affordable prices • Increased level of warranty
• Substantial stock • 5 days delivery of the entire Swedish stock • Consignment warehouse outsourcing opportunities
• Certified ISO 9001 Quality Management System
• Certified ISO 14001 Environmental Management System

Saab serves the global market with world-leading products, services and solutions within military defence
and civil security. Saab has operations and employees on all continents around the world. Through innovative,
collaborative and pragmatic thinking, Saab develops, adopts and improves new technology to meet customers’
changing needs. Across the Air, Land and Naval domains we are strengthening combat readiness through a wide
portfolio of innovative and cost-effective defence solutions. From full platforms like Gripen, Erieye AEW&C or
A26 our newest submarine, to systems like Carl-Gustaf, RBS70 and our extensive radar family, or components like
Barracuda camouflage we are enhancing our customers’ capabilities. Saab has been pioneering in its approach
to system integration too, working in collaboration with our partners. Saab continues to invest approximately 25
percent of sales in research and development, strengthening our competitive position. We are endeavouring to
reduce costs and improve efficiency at every level.

Operation type: trade of tools, powertools, assembly and fastening materials.
Established in Hungary: 1998

Operation type: Industrial maintenance outsourcing
Established in Hungary: 2002

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

H-2000 Szentendre,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Kőzúzó köz 10. Hungary

471 MHUF (1.52 MEUR)

+36 26 787 700

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.revlanda.hu

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Kapás utca 11-15.

6 MHUF (0.02 MEUR)

Tel.:

N/A

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.saab.com

1.6 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.facebook.com/revlanda

23

info@revlanda.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Gabor Greschik

1027 Budapest,

Address:

Social media:

saabtechnologies

29

www.facebook.com/

Saab.AB.Magyarorszag
Email:
Head (CEO):

105

www.facebook.com/

2 908 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
1
No. of employees globally (2015):
14 685

Bengt.Littke@saabgroup.com
Bengt Littke
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SANDVIK Magyarország Kft.

SAPA Profiles

Sandvik is a global engineering with a strong commitment to enhancing customer productivity, profitability
and safety. Our operations are based on unique expertise in materials technology, extensive knowledge about
industrial processes and close customer cooperation. This combination, coupled with continuous investments in
research and development (R&D), has enabled us achieve world-leading positions in the following areas:

Sapa is the world leader in aluminium solutions. We are shaping a lighter future through a global reach and local
presence within extrusions, building systems, and precision tubing. Our headquarters are located in Oslo, Norway.
Sapa has over 1200 employees in Hungary. Our plant in Székesfehérvár is the largest extrusion plant in Europe
with six presses, an anodizing and powder coating line, and 140 machines for fabrication. Sapa Shared Services
accounts for 170 of our employees in Hungary. This unit is an internal provider of information technology and
financial services to Sapa locations throughout Europe, North America and Asia.

• Tools and tooling systems for metal cutting as well as components in cemented carbide
and other hard materials
• Equipment and tools for the mining and construction industries as well as various types of processing systems
• Products in advanced stainless steels, special alloys and titanium as well as metallic
and ceramic resistance materials

Operation type: Production and Services.
Established in Hungary: 2007

Operation type: sales
Established in Hungary: 1990

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

1117 - Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Alíz utca 1.

3 609 MHUF (11.65 MEUR)

+36 1 431 27 11

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.sandvik.com
N/A

Address:

8000, Székesfehérvár
Fejér megye

Head (CEO):

hungary.coromant@sandvik.com
Erwin Robert Steinhauser

80 581 MHUF (260.2 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):

Tel.:

+36 22 53 24 00

6 152 MEUR

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Web:

www.sapagroup.com

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

24
No. of employees globally (2015):

www.facebook.com/SapaGroup
Twitter: @Sapa_Group

47 328
Email:
Head (CEO):

109

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

9 713 MEUR

Social media:
Contact:

Verseci utca 1-15

info.profiles.hu@sapagroup.com

1 216
No. of employees globally (2015):
22 800

Egil Hogna (HU)
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SCA Hygiene Products kft

SCA is a leading global hygiene and forest products company. The Group develops and produces sustainable
personal care, tissue and forest products. Sales are conducted in about 100 countries under many strong
brands, including the leading global brands TENA and Tork, and regional brands, such as Libero, Libresse,
Lotus, Nosotras, Saba, Tempo and Vinda. As Europe’s largest private forest owner, SCA places considerable
emphasis on sustainable forest management. The Group has about 44,000 employees. Sales in 2014 amounted to
approximately SEK 104bn (EUR 11.4bn). SCA was founded in 1929, has its headquarters
in Stockholm, Sweden, and is listed on NASDAQ OMX Stockholm.
For more information, visit www.sca.com.
Operation type: Sales & Marketing
Established in Hungary: 1985

1021 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Budakeszi út 51.

24 861 MHUF (89.90 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 392 2100

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.sca.com

Address:

Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

138

info-hu@sca.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Magnus Groth

(Global CEO)
Zoltán Venter

(Managing Director, Hungary)

111

12 333 MEUR

44 000

Az SCA a világ egyik vezető higiéniai és
faipari vállalata. A vállalatcsoport személyi
higiéniai termékek, papírtermékek és faipari
termékek fejlesztésével és gyártásával
foglalkozik, a fenntarthatóság jegyében.
Termékeit közel 100 országban forgalmazza
olyan kiváló márkanevek alatt, mint például
a világon piacvezető TENA és Tork, illetve
olyan regionális márkanevek alatt, mint
a Libero, a Libresse és a Zewa.
Az SCA társadalmi felelősségvállalás (CSR)
programja keretében, szakmai partnereivel
való közös összefogásnak köszönhetően
megépült az Anyák Háza a Bethesda
Gyermekkórházban. Az SCA ezzel a tevékenységével 2014-ben elnyerte a CSR
Hungary, 2015-ben a Magyar PR Szövetség
„Példaértékű CSR Gyakorlat” díját.
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SCANIA Hungária Kft.

SCANIMPEX Kft.

Scania is a global company with a sales and service organisation in more than 100 countries. Aside from sales
and services, Scania offers financial services in many markets. Scania’s production units are located in Europe
and Latin America. Scania has approximately 42,000 employees. Of these, some 18,400 work with sales and
services in Scania’s own subsidiaries worldwide. About 12,400 people work at production units in seven countries
and regional product centres in six emerging markets. Dedicated employees, flexible production, the modular
system, a strong quality focus, an extensive service network, and cutting-edge R&D comprise our strengths.
Together, these qualities make Scania resilient and give us a strong leadership position in a world increasingly
dependent on safe, sustainable and efficient transport systems.

Development, design and quality of our products reflect the latest in engineering creativity in the field
of whirlpool, spa and swimming pool pumps and accessory components. The productions team of experts,
has more than 30 years design and manufacturing experience in electric motors, electronics, pumps and plastic
components. The WMPE series are the fifth generation of Whirlpool Pumps that this team has designed
and manufactured.
Operation type: sales office
Established in Hungary: 2002

Operation type: In Hungary besides the importer, there are six Scania dealers and workshops owned
by Scania CV AB. An additional privately owned workshop exists in the country.
Established in Hungary: 1991

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

2051 Biatorbágy,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Rozália park 1.

20 680 MHUF (66.41 MEUR)

+36 23 531 000

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.scania.hu
www.facebook.com/

scaniamagyarorszag
Contact:

marketing@scania.hu

2013 - Pomáz,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Céhmester utca 3.

80 MHUF (0.26 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 30 961 73 35

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

scanimpex.hu

Address:

10 149 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
162
No. of employees globally (2015):

Social media:
Email:

38 493
Head (CEO):

Head (CEO):

113

Per Hallberg (Scania CV AB)

N/A
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

2

info@scanimpex.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Szöllős Tibor

N/A
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SciamuS

Seco Tools Kft.

The SciamuS represents the interests of businesses and companies independently. SciamuS was founded in
2003 to benefit its clients with the knowledge and experience of the founding partners which accumulated over
decades of business management practices at Swedish and Hungarian companies. Initially, telecommunication
was only one branch of the consulting activities, in addition to financial and general management projects. Due
to the overwhelming success of the internally developed cost optimization methodology, today SciamuS contracts
exclusively for telecommunication work. SciamuS has become the leading telecommunication consulting
company in Central-Eastern Europe. SciamuS has a very diverse clientele comprising of international financial
institutions, manufacturing companies, retail chains, hospitals, TV stations,
logistical companies, research- and IT-companies.

Seco Tools is a Swedish based company. The parent company was established by the river Kolbäcksän in 1611.
In our days Seco operates in more than 40 countries with 5,000 employees worldwide and also has distributors
and agents in additional 35 countries. Seco Tools is present in Hungary since 1991. Seco is one of the worlds´s
largest providers of comprehensive metal-cutting solutions and advanced technology. Our portfolio encompasses
products for milling, stationary, holemaking, tooling systems and a variety of services. We provide advanced
machining solutions to leading companies in all industries.
Seco Tools Environment
The environmental work of Seco AB involves making continuous efforts in order to reduce the environmental
impact of our operations and products.

Operation type: telecommunication consultancy
Established in Hungary: 2003

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

115

H-1117 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Infopark sétány 1. “I” Building

129 MHUF (0.42 MEUR)

+36 70 933 9000

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.sciamus.eu

1115 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Bártfai street 54

2 160 MHUF (6.97 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 267 6720

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.secotools.com/hu

Address:

0.42 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

5

info@sciamus.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Bedő Erik

Operation type: Sales office
Established in Hungary: 1991

N/A
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Social media:

N/A

23

Email:

N/A

No. of employees globally (2015):

5
Head (CEO):

Mr. Ervin Fövényesi

N/A
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SECURITAS

SEMCON Kft.

Brief history: Securitas serves a wide range of customers in a variety of industries and customer segments.
Our protective services, developed together with our customers, are designed to incorporate a high degree of
technology content. While manned guarding still represents the cornerstone of Securitas, we continuously work to
develop our offering. In Hungary we work with a business model with only own employed status staff.

An international technology company in engineering services and product information with about 3,000
dedicated and highly skilled staff, who develop the future with their customers and challenge themselves to be
at the forefront every day. Semcon has more than 30 years of experience in its chosen industries - automotive,
life science, telecommunications, energy and other development- intensive industries. Their services include all
kinds of challenges within technology development such as product development, product information, quality,
training and methodology development. Semcon finds flexible ways of working tailored to their assignments and
customer needs and use their global resourcing capacity.

Regional centers: Budapest, Szeged, Székesfehérvár, Miskolc.
Services: Static guarding, Receptionist services, Mobile services, Executive protection; Event security,
Investigation, Alarm services, Response/Call-out services, Technical solutions,
Security audits, Security trainings.
Certificates: ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and MSZ 27001 certified; has experience in AEO, TAPA, Six Sigma systems.

Operation type: subsidiary, local office providing engineering-related,scientific and technical services
Established in Hungary: 2005

Operation type: Security service provider
Established in Hungary: 1991

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

1094 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Angyal u. 1-3.

2 025 MHUF (6.54 MEUR)

+36 1 323 0851

Annual turnover globally (2015):

wwww.securitas.hu
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1 257 MHUF (4.06 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1505 06 16

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.semcon.com

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
456

info@securitas.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Country President

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Gábor Dénes utca 2.

8 557 MEUR

N/A

Mr. Szabolcs Galuska

1117 - Budapest

Address:

Social media:
Email:

330 000
Head (CEO):

273 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

twitter.com/Semcon
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maria.pataki@semcon.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Maria Pataki

2 936

Regional Manager Hungary
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Many of the underground transport stations in Stockholm are decorated by
artists and the system has been called the longest art gallery in the world. This is
Rådhuset (Court House) station.
The rapid transport system in Stockholm (metro, subway, tube, underground),
consists of 100 stations and is one of the world’s largest underground systems in
relation to population served. The system consists of 47 underground stations
and 53 that are above ground. In 2013, the metro carried 328 million passengers.
A full length train is about 140 metres long and takes about 1,250 passengers.
The maximum speed is 80 kilometres per hour.
Credits: Kevin Kee Pil Cho/imagebank.sweden.se

SIGMA Technology

We make technology usable. Sigma Technology is part of Sigma, and is a global supplier of product information,
embedded solutions and offshore development. We are experts with a passion for technology and information, and
take pride in delivering quality and constantly improving our deliveries. Our philosophy is “Local Drive – Global
Strength”, therefore we have offices worldwide to be close to our customers.
Operation type: R&D
Established in Hungary: 2001

Közraktár utca 30-32.

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1093 Budapest, Hungary

1 162 MHUF (3.75 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 215 7553

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.sigmatechnology.se

Address:

Social media:

Facebook: www.facebook.com/
sigmatechnologygroup

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/

company/sigma-technology-ab
Contact:

hungary@sigmatechnology.se

Head (CEO):

Sigma Technology Hungary:
György Nagy

Sigma Technology Group:
Carl Vikingsson
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232 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
62
No. of employees globally (2015):
2 537

Swedish Companies in Hungary

Skanditra

Skanditra is a global operator buying and selling hardwood products, logs, sawn timber products
and semi-finished products all over the world. Our main customers are companies in the flooring,
joinery and furniture industry.
Operation type: Production
Established in Hungary: 2014

Ipari körút 21

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

9400 Sopron

N/A

Tel.:

N/A

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.skanditra.com

Address:

Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

21.3 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

N/A

inf@skanditra.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Peter Mellstrand
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The coastline of Bohuslän is somewhat of a paradis for kayaking.
There is something for everyone, from the experienced kayaker to the
beginner. Bohusläns varied nature offers everything from open sea,
stark cliffs and islets to the wilderness and its lakes.
Allemansrätten, or the Right of Public Access, is one of the unique
joys of living in Sweden. It allows anyone to roam freely in the
countryside, swim and travel by boat in someone else’s waters and pick
mushrooms and berries in the forest.
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Credits: Henrik Trygg/imagebank.sweden.se
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Skanska

Skanska Property Hungary Ltd is one of the leading property developers with a focus on project, leasing and
facility management. We have developed 168,000 sqm of commercial space, among them Hungary’s first LEED
platinum qualified Green House and the internationally awarded Science Park. Besides the six previously
developed office buildings in Budapest, there are other developments in the pipeline. We have two ongoing
projects, one is Nordic Light, its completion is in Q3 2016. The elegant and energy-efficient building situated
at Budapest’s busy Váci Road office corridor. The other ongoing office building project is Mill Park, situated in
the Soroksári út. With its unique architectural features and sustainable solutions, Mill Park will be also a great
addendum to Skanska Property Hungary’s portfolio of green buildings.
Operation type: Office building development
Established in Hungary: 1987

1134 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Kassák Lajos utca 19-25.

678 MHUF (2.19)

Tel.:

+36 1 382 9100

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.skanska.hu

Address:

Social media:
Email:
Head (CEO):

16 578 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

29

property@skanska.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Marcin Lapinski

(Managing Director)

48 470

Ambassador Niclas Trouvé taking part in the cornerstone ceremony of Skanska’s new office
building Nordic Light. Another smart and eco-friendly Swedish building in the heart of Budapest.
In the picture from left: György Arató (Chief Architect of the 13th district),
Gergely Paulinyi (designer of Nordic Light), Niclas Trouvé (Ambassador),
Zoltán Linczmayer (Country Director, Skanska Magyarország Ingatlan Kft),
Richard Burleigh (President of Skanska Construction Romania and Hungary),
László Vágó (projekt manager).
Photo: Skanska Property Hungary Ltd.
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SKF

Stora Enso Packaging Kft.

SKF has been a leading global technology provider since 1907. Nowadays the company is present in nearly all
industries. SKF groups its technologies on five platforms: Bearings and Units, Seals, Mechatronics, Services
and Lubrication Systems. By utilizing capabilities from the platforms, SKF develops tailor-made offers for
each industry, helping customers improve performance, reduce energy use and lower total costs. The Hungarian
subsidiary, SKF Svéd Golyóscsapágy Zrt. works without break in our country since 1928. The company is a market
leader in Hungary with the help of its authorized distributor network, having more than 60 outlets.

Stora Enso is a leading provider of renewable solutions in packaging, biomaterials, wood and paper on global
markets. Our customers include packaging, joinery and construction industries as well as publishers, printing
houses and paper merchants. Our aim is to replace non-renewable materials by innovating and developing new
products and services based on wood and other renewable materials. Our focus is on fibre-based packaging,
plantation-based pulp, innovations in biomaterials, and sustainable building solutions.
Operation type: Production
Established in Hungary: 2008

Operation type: Sales unit
Established in Hungary: 1928.

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

2040 Budaörs,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Csata utca 25.

7 417 MHUF (23.93 MEUR)

+36 23 445 200

Annual turnover globally (2015):

skf.hu
www.facebook.com/SKFGroup

Address:

street 8. HU-2900,

Komárom, Hungary

Head (CEO):

N/A
Tamás Szabó

3 437 MHUF (11.09 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):

Tel.:

+36 23 555 600

10 040 MEUR

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Web:

www.storaenso.com

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

33
No. of employees globally (2015):

www.facebook.com/storaenso
Twitter: @storaenso

46 635
Email:

(Managing Director)
Head (CEO):
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Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

8 033 MEUR

Social media:
Contact:

Komárom Mill Bánki Donát

zsolt.horvath@storaenso.com

98
No. of employees globally (2015):
21 399

Zsolt Horváth
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SveMa
Research Kft
SveMa Research Kft.

What is your question?

SveMa Research Kft works towards businesses, mainly stock exchange listed companies and organizations.
We work with our own developed service in Sweden since 1985. Our products are now a familiar concept to
our customers and are found in most industries. SveMa’s core competitive advantage lies in being a low cost
company. We have methodically built up the organization, procedures, systems and delivery networks with quality
and cost efficiency as the main objective. That means we can with a profit offer market surveys with the same
content as traditional research institutions but at a significantly lower price.

We have the answer
or we will ﬁnd it for you!

Operation type: Representative
Established in Hungary: 2010

Address:

1103 Budapest,

Kőér utca 2/A Laurus
irodaházak C épület.

33 MHUF (0.11 MEUR)
Annual turnover globally (2015):

Tel.:

+46 31 750 8700

5 MEUR

Web:

www.svema.se

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

Social media:

www.facebook.com/

SveMa-Svenska-Mark-

nadsunders%C3%B6kning-

ar-AB-119987711407947/
Contact:
Head (CEO):

info@svema.se
Roland Norberg and Simon
Nielsen
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Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

2
No. of employees globally (2015):
25

Our core business is information.
Since 1984 SveMa have helped companies
and organisations to obtain, analyze
and report valuable insights.
Let us know what you need to know!

info@svema.com
www.svema.com

SveMa AB
Swedish Market Research Group

SveMa Research Kft is a subsidiary of SveMa AB Market Research Group,
a part of SMRI Strategic Market Research Institute AB
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Systemair Zrt.

Telia Carrier Hungary Kft.

Systemair is a leading ventilation company with operations in 45 countries. We manufacture and market highquality ventilation products. Our product range spans a broad range of energy-efficient fans, air handling units,
products for air distribution, air conditioning, air curtains and heating products. Our products are robust and
simple to choose, install and use. We have 23 factories in 18 countries throughout the world. Systemair is
a well-known brand in the ventilation industry. We offer the products that the market demands – all of the highest
quality, at the best possible price.

Telia Carrier owns and operates one of the world’s most extensive fiber backbones. Our mission is to provide
exceptional network infrastructure and services – empowering individuals, businesses and societies to execute
their most critical activities. By working close to our customers we make big ideas happen at the speed of fiber.

Operation type: Production, sales office, R&D
Established in Hungary: 2002

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

1037 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Bécsi út 267.

500 MHUF (1.61 MEUR)

+36 1453 0161

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.systemair.com

Operation type: regional sales and operations, global project office, security,
document handling and data cleansing center
Established in Hungary: 2000

1132, Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Váci út 22-24

878 MHUF (2.83 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 412 2700

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.teliacarrier.com

Address:

631 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

5

info@systemair.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Gábor Lengyel

Discover more at teliacarrier.com

Social media:

4 385

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

twitter.com/TeliaCarrier

6

www.linkedin.com/

No. of employees globally (2015):

company/telia-carrier

20 036

www.facebook.com/TeliaCarrier
Email:
Head (CEO):
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9 304 MEUR

carrier-csc@teliasonera.com
Staffan Göjeryd
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Tetra Pak

Tornum

Tetra Pak offers much more than just packaging equipment for liquid food products. We also provide a range
of processing and packaging technologies for use with a broad array of products, from ice cream and cheese to
fruit, vegetables and pet food. We supply complete systems for processing, packaging and distribution, designed
to optimise the use of resources. Our processing systems are not only developed to treat the products gently,
but also to minimise the use of raw materials and energy during manufacture and subsequent distribution. We
are committed to reducing the environmental impact of our operations and to enhancing the environmental
performance of our products and solutions.

Solutions for the world’s most important business.
TORNUM develops and manufactures grain facilities and has, with its experience and a strong brand, evolved into
a market-leading global supplier. Using the latest technology within production as well as project design and
drawing work, we produce, develop and design the grain handling systems of tomorrow. Many of our staff have a
background in the grain industry and have personal experience of the demands made on modern grain handling
systems.
Operation type: Sales and Representative office
Established in Hungary: 2007

Operation type: Sales and production
Established in Hungary: 1989

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

2040 Budaörs,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Légimentő u. 6.

38 692 MHUF (124.85 MEUR) (from commercial activities)

+36 23 885 399

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.tetrapak.com/hu

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Diószegi street 1-3.

303 MHUF (0.98 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 52 437 526

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.tornum.hu

11 900 EUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

facebook.com/tetrapak.hungary

235

officer.hungary@tetrapak.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Kinga Sieradzon

H-4030, Debrecen,

Address:

23 600

Social media:

Torum-AB/796254103758281
Email:

laszlo.balogh@tornum.hu

gabor.sebeszta@tornum.hu

Managing Director
Head (CEO):
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www.facebook.com/pages/

34.33 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
3
No. of employees globally (2015):
94

László Balogh
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Toyota Anyagmozgatás

Transcom

Toyota Material Handling Europe (TMHE) began operations in 2006 to manage the Toyota and BT materials
handling business in Europe. With more than 100 years combined Toyota and BT experience, TMHE is active in
more than 30 European countries. TMHE provides a complete range of Toyota counterbalanced forklift trucks and
BT warehouse equipment, supported by services and added value solutions. Located close to our customers, TMHE
has more than 4,500 service technicians and are active in more than 30 countries across Europe. TMHE’s European
production facilities are based in Ancenis (France), Bologna (Italy) and Mjölby (Sweden). TMHE is the European
regional organisation of Toyota Material Handling Group (TMHG), which is part of Toyota Industries Corporation
(TICO), the world leader in materials handling equipment, and is organised in five geographical business
regions; Europe, Japan, North America, China and International.

Transcom Hungary currently operates from two locations; Budapest and Szeged with a total of over 550 seats.
Transcom Hungary was established in 2005 to support major telecommunications clients in central
and Eastern Europe.
Today the Budapest center is staffed by more than 500 people who come from 38 different countries and provide
customer assistance in 23 languages: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, Danish,
Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish, Russian, Romanian, Czech, Slovak, Estonian, Latvian, Slovenian, Bulgarian, Polish,
Hungarian, Turkish and Indonesian
Operation type: Customer service (call center)
Established in Hungary: 2005

Operation type: subsidiary, sales - wholesale of other intermediate products
Established in Hungary: 2008

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:

Építész u. 28,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

H-1116, Budapest

N/A

+36 14 820 900

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.toyota-forklifts.hu

www.linkedin.com/company/

No. of employees globally (2015):

hungary

2 971 MHUF (9.59 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 336 5000

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.transcom.com/

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
77

toyota-material-handling-

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

1117 Budapest, Hungary

TICO (anyagmozgatás részleg): 5500 MEUR

www.facebook.com/

ToyotaMHHungary

Budafoki 91-93.

Address:

4 500

About-Transcom/Who-we-are/
Where-we-operate/Locations/
Hungary/
Social media:

hungarytranscom

www.youtube.com/

ToyotaMHHungary
Contact:
Head (CEO):

info@hu.toyota-industries.eu
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No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
613
No. of employees globally (2015):
27 411

blog.transcom.com/
Email:

reception.budapest@
transcom.com

Tamás Józsa

(Managing Director)

www.facebook.com/

627 MEUR

Head (CEO):

Roberto Boggio
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Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Hungary Llc.

Tropicarium

Trelleborg Sealing Solutions is a leading global supplier of polymer-based critical sealing solutions deployed
in demanding general industry, light vehicle and aerospace environments. Trelleborg as the parent company,
is a world leader in engineered polymer solutions that seal, damp and protect critical applications in demanding
environments. Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Hungary focuses on industrial and automotive applications, like
hydraulics, chemical industry, process engineering, food and pharmaceuticals, sanitation and heating as well
as biomedical engineering.

Everyday of the year, in Tropicarium you can meet animals from all over the world. If you visit us you will see lazy
aligators, exotic birds, interesting reptiles, and little monkeys, strange insects, hundreds of colourful fresh- and
salt-water fishes within the reach of your hand, and our main spectacle, the scary sharks. At the rays touch tank
you can not only stroke rays, but even feed them with the zookeepers.
Operation type: Entertaining, exhibition
Established in Hungary: 1999

Operation type: Representative office till 2014; from 2015 on Sales office
Established in Hungary: 2007

Address:

Tel.:

Gyár utca 2., 100/2. épület

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

2040 Budaörs

789 MHUF (2.5 MEUR)

+36 23 50 21 21

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Nagytétényi út 37-45

788 MHUF (2.54 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 424 3053

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.tropicarium.hu

2 650 MEUR

Web:

www.tss.trelleborg.com/hu

Social media:

twitter.com/trelleborgseals

6

www.facebook.com/

No. of employees globally (2015):

trelleborgsealingsolutions

1222 Budapest,

Address:

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
Social media:
Email:

16 450
Head (CEO):

Contact:
Head (CEO):

tsshungary@trelleborg.com

N/A
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.facebook.com/tropicarium

26

info@tropicarioum.hu

No. of employees globally (2015):

Thomas Farkasdi

N/A

Gunther H. Wemmer
(General Manager)
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Vaderstad Kft.

Vagabond

Trading of agricultural machineries. Direct sales of machines and spare parts.

Vagabond is a Swedish shoe fashion company, dedicated to style and inspired by our many users around the world.
We know how to make great shoes, we know about shapes and materials and we know fashion. New prototypes
of shoes and accessories are carefully designed and crafted in our unique workshop in Sweden every day. In our
own administration, 2.5 million Vagabond products then reach 42 countries each year through about 2000 stores.

Operation type: Subsidiary/daughter company
Established in Hungary: 1997

Operation type: sales
Established in Hungary: 1999

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):
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2475 Kápolnásnyék,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Összekötő u. 1.

5 040 MHUF (16.26 MEUR)

+36 22 709 000

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.vaderstad.com/hu

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Károlyi István utca 10.

633 MHUF (20.4 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 688 23 37

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.vagabond.com

192 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

18

infohu@vaderstad.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Tibor Kalmár

1047 Budapest,

Address:

Social media:
Email:

849
Head (CEO):

79 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.facebook.com/Vagabond

26

informacio@vagabond.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Carl Mats Rickard Nilsson

512
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Vitrolife

Vitrolife is committed to improving pregnancy rates. This is why we provide an unbroken chain of quality
products, securing the results in every step during the whole IVF-treatment. Only Vitrolife can guarantee every
link in this chain. With equally devoted clinics we reach success. Together. All the way.
Operation type: distributor – sales representative: www.ferticad.hu
Established in Hungary: 2010

1117 - Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Budafoki út 187-189.

539 MHUF (1.74 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 365 1428

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.vitrolife.com

Address:

Social media:
Contact:

Hydro power, or power from water, has long been a source of energy in Sweden.

Head (CEO):

77 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

www.facebook.com/Vitrolife

37

order@vitrolife.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Mikael Engblom

320

Sweden is home to a number of major rivers. Rivers are used for recreation such as
river rafting or swimming. But Sweden has a great environmental consciousness
and in its search for non-fossil fuels, nearly half of the energy production comes
from hydro power. Successful Swedish research into generating power from waves
may reduce the need of dams to generate hydro power in the future.
Credits: Niclas Albinsson/Folio/imagebank.sweden.se
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Volvo Auto

The first Volvo rolled off the production line in Gothenburg way back in 1927 and since then, we’ve gone from
strength to strength, creating world-changing innovations along the way. During the years Volvo Cars became
a global brand with manufacturing in Sweden, Belgium and China producing a premium range of cars that
includes sedans, wagons, sportswagons, cross country cars and SUVs. Volvo Car Group (Volvo Cars) is owned by
Zhejiang Geely Holding (Geely Holding) of China, but the management, design and planning takes place in
Sweden, which indicates Volvo to be a truly Scandinavian brand.
Our vision is to be the world’s most progressive and desired premium car brand. We believe our global success
will be driven by making life less complicated for people, while strengthening our commitment to safety, quality
and the environment.
Operation type: Sales Company
Established in Hungary: 1995

1044 Budapest (Külső)

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Váci út 50-58

13 038 MHUF (42.07 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 238 8100

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

volvocars.hu

Address:

Social media:

Head (CEO):

48

twitter.com/volvocars_hun

No. of employees globally (2015):

huinfo@volvocars.com
Håkan Samuelsson – CEO of
Volvo Cars Corporation

Gábor Bodrogai – Managing

Director of Volvo Cars Hungary
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No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

facebook.com/

VolvoAutoHungaria

Contact:

18 MEUR

28 465
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Volvo Trucs

Volvo Trucks provides complete transport solutions for professional and demanding customers, offering a full
range of medium to heavy duty trucks. Customer support is secured via a global network of 2,200 dealers and
workshops in more than 120 countries. Volvo trucks are assembled in 16 countries across the globe. In 2014, more
than 117,000 Volvo trucks were delivered worldwide. Volvo Trucks is part of the Volvo Group, one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of trucks, buses and construction equipment, and drive systems for marine and industrial
applications. The Group also provides solutions for financing and service. Volvo´s work is based on the core
values quality, safety and environmental care.
Operation type: N/A
Established in Hungary: 1999

1172 Budapest,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Cinkotai út 34.

49 478 MHUF (159.66 MEUR)

Tel.:

+36 1 253 0880

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.volvotrucks.hu

Social media:

www.facebook.com/

Address:

VolvoHungaria
Contact:
Head (CEO):

Volvo Hungária Kft., 1172 Budapest, Cinkotai út 34. Tel.:06-1-253-0870

level@volvo.com

32.75 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
205
No. of employees globally (2015):
88.464 permanent, 11.037 temporary employees

Dávid Illés
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Xylem’s Water Solutions

Ytab

Xylem’s Water Solutions business provides wastewater and dewatering pumps, biologic treatments, filtration
and disinfection products for municipal and industrial use. The business serves customers through its global
distribution network of direct sales and distribution partners.

Specialists in surface treatment with a strong focus on plastic and composite. Paint spraying in Sweden and
Hungary. We have many small, medium and large customers in many industries, including the automotive sector,
consumer electronics, appliances, furniture, medical technology and furnishings.

Operation type: sales office – subsidiary
Established in Hungary: 1990

Operation type: production
Established in Hungary: 2008

Address:

Tel.:
Web:
Social media:
Contact:
Head (CEO):

2045 - Törökbálint,

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Tópark u. 9. (Pest megye)

5 913 MHUF (19.08 MEUR)

+36 23 44 57 00

Annual turnover globally (2015):

www.xylemwatersolutions.com
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N/A

Tel.:

+36 37 58 70 47

Annual turnover globally (2015):

Web:

www.ytab.hu

No. of employees in Hungary (2015):
36

xylem.kft@xyleminc.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

(vezető tisztségviselő)

Annual turnover in Hungary (2015):

Bánya utca 6.

3 320 MEUR

N/A

Bálint István - Ügyvezető

3023 - Petőfibánya,

Address:

Social media:
Email:

12 500
Head (CEO):

4 MEUR
No. of employees in Hungary (2015):

N/A

39

zoltan.kiss@ytab.com

No. of employees globally (2015):

Zoltán Kiss

46
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One of the Hungarian SAAB Gripen fighter aircrafts
being prepared for takeoff at Kecskemét Air Base. SwedishHungarian defence cooperation is very close and successful.
Photo: Dr István Toperczer

